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MASTER READER
MANKIND

OF

UMAN history is divided into eras,
and the story of some great human
character accentuates and emphasizes
each special period of time.
The
world holds landmarks immutable as
time itself,telling in changeless and
emphatic language, spoken or symbolic, the trend
of. humanity, and its various plans of progression,
;
or retrogression during the centuries that have
passed, since the world was young.
There is something singular in the fact that the name of the world’s
greatest writer did not come to us as a universal possession, and mark of
immortal genius, until three centuries ago. What was written before that
period, and what has been written since, are mere accessories to the literary’
riches of mankind, and it is conceded by the greatest critics of the age
that no praise, however unrestrained and full of ardor, can be regarded as
affectation.
One cannot read the great master and suppress the feeling
of admiration and love that his unparalleled genius inspires.
Upon the plains of Egypt the pyramids have withstood the ravages of
time; for centuries they have towered against the sky; cities have been.
built and have fallen into ruin, but still they stand.
Out of the Egyptian

landscape they do not pass away.
They dominate everything, and their
imperishable steadfastness produces an abiding impression. The pyramids
stand as types of the great master’s position in literature. Where he stood
three centuries ago, he stands to-day. Other figures have arisen and passed

“away.

The great figures of his own time have nearly all been forgotten.

If they remain, it is only as ruins haunted by the liters ary antiquary.

But

he, the one man born in all the centuries who saw human nature in the’
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white light of truth and reality, saw it unbiased by prejudice, uncolored by
enthusiasm, saw it justly, and realized its possibilities to the fullest extent.

Shakespeare, the Master Reader of Mankind, is secure in his position as
our beacon, our stronghold, and our great literary monument.
In making Shakespeare the subject of my talk, there is a certain diffdence that constrains me to speak with some degree of caution, and to
frankly state that my thoughts are not arbitrarily given, but are the outcome and expression of that right of all students to find that which he
looks for in a poet, and to interpret his works in that spirit which to him
is truth and beauty.
To say that all students of literature are not lovers of Shakespeare is a
simple statement of facts.
To many of his readers he is a pantheist, a
naturalist, a sensualist, an atheist, and I ask your indulgence in my present
talk in an attempt to establish an opposite view. As a preliminary to the
discussion of his works I will make some reference to the personal life
and history of the man.
No extensive biography has been written until in recent years, and so

scant has been the material that one may sum up his life story in a

little

paragraph written by Stevens a hundred years ago, “All that is known
with any degree of truth of Shakespeare is that he was born at Stratfordon-Avon—married
had children—went to London—acted—wrote poems
and plays—returned to Stratford—made his will—died and was buried.”
De Quincy later summed up this mighty man’s history in briefer words,
“He lived and died, and was but little lower than the angels.”
And yet,
although so little seems to be known, we possess in even the minutest
quantity, intellectual inspiration of such priceless quality that we refuse to
be perplexed and disclaim any allusion to poverty of material. It is enough
for us that we know Shakespeare lived and that he enriched the intellectual
world with a legacy unparalleled.
We know that Stratford-on-Avon, the
picturesque little English town of gable-roofed and timber and _ plaster
houses, has been made a shrine commenorating his memory for all-time to
come.
We know that its noble church, hard by the river, is the Mecca of
Shakespearean lovers from all over the world.
The statement is often made, and by many is accepted as a truth, that
Shakespeare’s entire merit as a writer was not known or fully understood

until nearly two centuries after his death, so great was the confusion and
prejudice which veiled and disfigured the masterful works of the world’s
greatest genius.
Time has, however, won for him, from the
humanity, a following that no mortal man has had before.

masses of
For three

hundred years men have studied his works and have not grown weary in
digging a mine, seeking to reveal in clearer hight the noble quality of the

metal they contain. ~ ‘And those who have labored most earnestly are
strongest in their avowal that not a single vein of this rich mine has been
exhausted.
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nature as one born with perfect vision, and in

Added to this, hé had perfect understanding of the

complex human character, with a keen sense of the proportion that enabled
him to attain perfection in the act of grouping characters to act and react
upon each other, evolving a harmony of dramatic incidents that seem little
less than miraculous to the eye of short vision.
Nature is so vast, her plan altogether so heroic, that we who constitute
so minute an element in her great chain of events, cannot see her plot nor
witness her climates.
Shakespeare used the same material which nature

uses, and I cannot but believe that the same large order as in nature’s plan
was in his mind and understanding.
Of the great dramatic chain of events

Shakespeare

made

a reduced

that

copy, brought

stage and the comprehension of other men.
art, in creating his characters, that we are

constitute- human

There is a

so perfectly adjusted that each speaker seems to be

individually responsible for the sentiments expressed.
tells the story.

of the

So perfect, so great was his
almost at times inclined to

think him a reporter of actual events in their actual order.

fineness of proportion

history,

it within the limits

Shakespeare simply

Be they great and good, or shameful and dishonorable, he

is responsible for none of them.

This is the very art of art.

It is his

intuitive knowledge of the human mind that enables him to give individuality to each of the characters.
He depicts every variety of passion, and in
every instance the passion depicted has been in perfect correspondence with
the character depicted. In this we find the greatest evidence of his absolute
judgment of motives and differences, for he is true to life.
Whatever
adverse criticism may be at times given as the moral of his work, the
candid and sincere student must assert that he is as moral as life. Nature
taken in the aggregate, is moral, and soundness of morals is the foundation
‘of all true art. The workings of nature are essentially true, and art being
but the condensation of nature must exhibit that truth.
The artist who
would make too prominent the moral element, defeats his own work by
becoming unnatural. Proportions must be preserved, and it is this justness
that makes Shakespeare so great and makes his delineation of life a textbook to nature’s students. It is a replica of life, a map in the wilderness of
passion showing the inevitable endings, an index of nature.

From the full blown love of Romeo and Juliet to the jealousy of Leontes,

he expresses to us that which circumstances make an invitable result. In
many of his plays, Shakespeare shows how variously different dispositions

are moved by the same cause and how often the same results are achieved
- by varying causes. We are given insights into actuating principles that are
revelations.

Take for example the play of Othello.
Iago is a type of one who is
moved by an original malignity of nature, which comes out as poison
exhales from a noxious plant, destroying whatever it touches.
In Iago
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Shakespeare has created a man who sins for the love of sinning, who
cheats not for the love of gold, but for the sake of wheedling others out of
it. Iago is full of malicious sport, has a stern and bitter wit and contemptuous talent, a hungering and thirsting, as it were, after unrighteous-

ness.

His

vices and crimes are never those that spring from

cold and

deliberate calculation. He enjoys the triumph of exercising his power, and
exults in a demoniac ability and cleverness in making white look black to

the ordinary eye. In Othello he finds one upon whom his peculiar arts have
full play. There is such tragic pathos in Othello’s fate. How sharply
clear has the master portrayed the two types and the predominating
passions of both arrayed, one against the other, visible alone to Jago, undreamed of by Othello, who moves along in the web of a cruel destiny until
its meshes of invidious hate and deception overwhelm and destroy him.
Othello who possesses “The noble nature, whose solid virtue the shot of
accident, nor dark chance could neither graze nor pierce.” In Othello we
recognize the type of man who .is open, generous, confiding, the peculiar
character always susceptible of influence and if, as in Othello’s case, the

influence be as Iago’s, the man becomes an easy prey.
warrior,

a general,

a military

Although a born

genius, he is also in a preéminent

sense

a

man.
Amid the storms of war, the thunder of guns, amid hatred and
strife and blood and slaughter, Othello has preserved the tender and noble
feelings which alone make a man. He has a frank and loving heart, kindliness of disposition, and sentiment.
He is capable of loving in the fullest

and highest sense—capable of appreciating not only beauty of soul, grace,
amiability, and nobleness of mind, but also a desire lovingly and longingly
to make them his own.

This is unmistakable in his relation to Desdemona.

His love for her is of the purest and noblest kind, recognizing at once her
true womanliness; and so little does he put upon the qualities in him that
have won her admiration and love, that he falters in abject doubt even
after she has made.the first advance.
Othello’s mind is like a clear white

mirror, where everything is healthy and true. The tragical end that befell
him is a part of this truth.
Desdemona has for us a fascination of pity. She is silent through it
all because

being

incapable

of an impure

thought,

she cannot

realize the

‘ need of words to express denial.
She cannot realize the possibility of
coming to her the taint of suspicion.
In the character of Desdemona,
Shakespeare reveals the triumph of his genius. She permeates the play as
an impersonation

living woman.

of holiness in womanhood,

and her influence is that of

She is a woman who is made a part of her husband, and

might almost be one of his attributes.
She knows no law save that of love and obedience which comes from
duty.
Shakespeare delighted to delineate the loving woman who knew

nothing

save obedience

another example

of this.

to the love that

came

from

duty.

Ophelia
:

is
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This issue marks a new departure, a trio of the Alumni entertaining the great
EXPONENT family. These three Old Boys whom we have chosen, represent three entirely different periods in the history of the Institute, and they hail
from as many different states. Though they have followed different vocations and
differ in many other respects, they are united in one thing, a sincere and deep
devotedness toward their Alma Mater.
.
.

JAMES A. AVERDICK, M. D., author of ‘*The Master Reader
of Mankind,” entered St. Mary’s immediately
after the
Civil War, from Covington, Kentucky,
and finished his
studies in 1870. Later he was graduated from the Medical
College of Ohio, and at present enjoys an extensive practice
in his native city.
Thestrong Catholic spirit instilled by
Brother Zehler into his pupils, shows itself in the Doctor,
as is well

known
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FRANK
J. McCormick, Jr., of
Dayton, the author
of
‘*Ways Men Walk,” registered at the Institute in October,
1884, and was graduated in 1888
At the Commencement
of 1897, he was the orator of the day.
He had the honor of
being the first Editor-in-Chief of ‘The Five Hundred,” the
official organ « f Dayton Council, No. 500, Knights of Columbus, a position he held for three years.
Though much engrossed by his numerous business interests, he finds time
for literary pursuits, his latest production being a series of
short stories, ‘“Four-in-Hand”’.
Our Old Boy is one of our
loyal advertisers in THE EXPONENT since its very
first
issue under the caption of the “Dayton Supply Company ”

JOSEPH A. PILON, 05,of Minocqua,
Wisconsin, entered
the Institute on March 5, 1903, and soon forged his way to
the front among the students.
Under his able leadership,
the erection of the beautiful Monumentof the Immaculate
Conception, which graces the entrance to the Institu e,
was brought to a successful issue on December 11, 1904.
While he was Editor-in-Chief of THE EXPONENT, 1904-1905,
our college paper received much favorable comment for
its literary merit from alarge number of the Exchanges.
At present he is making his theologieal studies at St. Viateur’s Seminary near Chicago, where
St. Marys
Institute,
nor
its Blessed

honor

he has written

the

article

he has
not
Patroness

contained

in

forgotten
in whose

this

issue.

M. A. Daugherty, ‘09
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of Hamlet

has

excited

There is a charm in the mind and person

So eminently natural has he been made that

those who have studied Hamlet

least think they know him best.

He is

called great, but wicked, good, but weak.
Some think his madness real,
some think it feigned, but to all he is actual—a live breathing man. In the

story of Hamlet,

Shakespeare’s tragic muse

rises out of the domain

of

impulses end passions into the highest region of mental activity. Hamlet’s
mind, which is as noble as it is strong and sterling, struggles to acquire
the mastery of thought over will, and yet he fails in attaining his aim. He
is deficient in strength to control external circumstances, and unforeseen

events

constantly

frustrate

his

plans.

Hamlet’s

aversion

to the

deed

imposed upon him, his dissatisfaction with the task allotted him, and his
constant striving for freedom from all the chain of conditions, give us a

peculiar picture of Shakespeare’s versatility in blending the shades

and

attributes of the human mind. Hamlet was singularly frank in the deductions he himself drew of his own character. He does not, it is true, become
clearly conscious that he has no intention to undertake it and merely evades

and postpones, and yet he complains of this hesitation in bitterest selfreproach,

and

accuses

himself

of

cowardice—want

of

feeling,— failing

utterly in accomplishing what he demands of himself, and what he is
really well able to perform. It is this internal contradiction, rooted in
want of self-control, and knowledge of self, which becomes the subjective
motive of the tragic pathos, to which Hamlet’s great and noble mind
succumbs.
With inconsiderate rashness he throws aside Ophelia’s love,
which he has himself fostered and ‘nourished. Incapable of resisting, she
submits obediently.
She is able to bear that Hamlet, in his assumed madness, should turn from her, for madness is curable, but when he murders
her father the barrier between them becomes unsurmountable—this terrible
certainty completely deranges her mind.
OUphelia’s madness is the climax
of the tragic pathos which came from the hopeless destruction of her love.
It is perhaps true that no work of Shakespeare’s has so appealed to

popular taste as that of Romeo and Juliet. That the chief interest of this
drama turns upon the hapless love of these two is self-evident. Their
story is both the deification and the funeral of love. With deft hand the
Master raises love to the sunny heights of the most glowing passion and
contrasts it with a hate equally passionate, thus making the nature of

passion itself in its two chief forms the source of the tragedy. Romeo's
and Juliet’s love is of ideal beauty. Quickened by its noble warmth, the
noble manliness of Romeo’s character, and the lovely tender womanliness
of Juliet’s nature rapidly

develop

into full bloom.

Sustained

rise above all petty interest, steeled by it they overcome

by it they

the terrors of

death, and in dying put their seal upon the immortality of love.
As it is not my intention to enter minutely into Shakespeare’s delineation

of characters, but to pass through

the great labyrinth of his masterful
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creations as one would pass through an immense garden of rare and beau-

tiful trees and shrubs and flowers, interested in all, yet striving to form
some estimate of individual values.
In that sense you will understand
that I am compelled by the magnitude of my subject and its inexhaustable
material to touch with a seemingly careless hand, and pass quickly along.
In Romeo and Juliet, in Hamlet, in Othello, and in King Lear, the
drama of Shakespeare keeps exclusively within the region of feeling and
sentiment, but in Macbeth a different point of view is taken.
In this
tragedy, the poet quits the region of merely human passion and enters a
different stage of human civilization—that of the State.
In this drama
is represented the lofty greatness of heroic will and energy.
There is
something wonderful in Shakespeare’s delineation of the character of
Macbeth.
With what admirable skill he pictures to us the great and noble
mind of Macbeth, seeking at no time to hide or lessen his guilt, and yet
retaining our sympathy and pity, which a less clever hand might so easily
turn into horror and disgust.
How clear he reveals to us how Macbeth’s
heroism and strength carry with themselves the germ of his ruin, the
tragic conflict between right and wrong, which is to bear him down.
The
personal discord in Macbeth’s own character stands side by side with his
own ideal, and his real right to the throne of the gracious Duncan.
Possessed of an internal sympathy for what is the highest and greatest in
life, he at the same time permits ambition to destroy his honor and quiet
the warning of his conscience.
His wish, scarce. born, becomes at first a
desire then a resolve and at last a deed!
This part of his character is
admirably set off by being brought in connection with Lady Macbeth, whose
obdurate strength of will and masculine firmness give her the ascendency
over her husband’s failing -virtue.
She seizes on the opportunity for
accomplishing their wishes for greatness through Duncan’s death, and she
never flinches from her object till all is over. The magnitude of her resolution almost covers the magnitude of her guilt.
She is a great bad
woman whom we hate, but whom we fear more than we hate.
Lady
Macbeth is wicked to gain a great end. Possessed of an inexorable will she
never yields for a moment to any weak or womanly regrets.
She hardens
her heart to all natural affections.
In studying Shakespeare, there is a singular interest and a curious and

absorbing feature presented in the contrast and likeness of his two greatest
characters—Macbeth and Richard III. While it is true that these two
characters

possess

so many

traits

in

common

any other historian have been delineated

and

as exact

would

in

the

types—for

hands

of

both were

tyrants, usurpers, murderers, both aspiring and ambitious, both courageous,
cruel, treacherous—yet it took a master’s hand to distinguish a difference

in quality of traits, and it took genius akin to the divine to make those

qualities clear to the “common mind.”
Richard is cruel from nature and
constitution. Macbeth becomes so from accidental circumstances.
Richard

THE
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and naturally

incapable

of

good.
Macbeth is frank, generous, and sociable.
He is tempted to the
commission of guilt by the golden opportunity that Duncan’s death will
bring for the realized dream of a high ambition and by the instigation
of his wife. Richard on the contrary has no prompter but his own cruel
heart.
He wades through a river of blood and a series of crimes to the
height of his ambition.
Richard is never gay but in the prospect of the

success of his villanies.

Macbeth is full of horror at the thought of the

murder of Duncan, and, although he yielded to the persuasion and committed the deed, he also yielded to a terrific remorse after its perpetration.
Richard had no common humanity in his composition, no regard to kindness or posterity; he held no fellowship with others; he was Richard alone.
Macbeth was not destitute of feeling, a time came to him when he grew
weary of life—full of regret that he had seized the crown by unfair means.
No finer passage or more potent with all that constitutes regret, remorse,
and failure, than is given in Macbeth’s last words.
And it is because of
this latent remorse that springs out and asserts itself in uncompromising
emphasis that we never lose our concern for Macbeth, and to the last yield
him in some measure our human sympathy.
There is thoughtful melan-

choly in his words:
“My way of life
Is fallen into the sere and yellow leaf
And that which should accompany old age
As honor, love, obedience, troops of friends
I must not look to have!
But in their stead
Curses not loud, but deep ; mouth honor—breath
Which the poor heart would fain deny, but dare not.”
In the limitation of my brief talk, it is not possible to touch upon the
entire work of our master poet, because to me he seems so great a theme
and so inexhaustable a mine of study.
Through love-for what he has
given to us, I lay my small meed of praise at his feet, and tell my
friends of him as I have come to know him, not as a critic, but as one

who finds in his work a pleasant relaxation from the more ardous duty of
my profession and a rest from the great turmoil of “modern literature that
injures more than it educates or cultivates.”
There are those who disparage the study of Shakespearean dramas, be-

cause they believe the profound and reverent study of them for three hundred years has exhausted the subject. To these I commend the words of
one
as

of England’s
the

first

acorn

great
which

poets,

Shelly,

contained

all

“All

high

oaks

potentially.”

poetry

is infinite;
Veil

after

may be withdrawn and the inmost beauty of the meaning never exposed.

it is
veil

A

great poem is a fountain flowing forever from the waters of wisdom and
delight.
And after one person and one age has exhausted all its divine
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affluence which their peculiar relations enable them to share, another,

and

yet another succeeds and new relations are ever developed, the source of
an unforeseen and an unconceived delight.
The great artist, like the
Creator, veils much of his beauty.
In a Shakesperean drama many of the minor details which manifest the
poet’s perfect art are the product of a meditative subtility which is
peculiar to a great imaginative workman.
They are as vaguely elusive as
the fragrance of a flower, the tint of a sunset, or the song of a bird in the

distance.

None of these can be perceived by ordinary sense of smell, sight,

or hearing, and yet to some it is given to readily find all that is beautiful,
perfect, and complete, and to the keen and earnest student there comes a

sense of that perfection in art which has stamped Shakespeare for all time
to come as the Master Reader of Mankind.
Many

criticisms have been made in times past that Shakespeare’s works

were “unfit for too careful study” because of courseness, immorality, and
godlessness.
Without seeking in any way to defend that portion of his
work which would offend the sensitve feelings of propriety, I wish to simply

state that much of this is due to the customs and times in which our poet
lived. Is it not also true that a dramatic poet is not only justified in order
to secure dramatic action for his pieces, but, to a certain extent, obliged

to conform to the customs of the times both as regards language and the
mode of representation? In the reigns of Elizabeth and James, manners
were even much freer, the license of fun and wit even much greater than
they appear in Shakespeare’ S poems.

Shakespeare’s personal life, while in his early youth was the subject of
much adverse criticism, is still one that impresses us as a truly poetical
one—devoted wholly to the ever-advancing development of his art. He
was no minister of state, no professor or any kind of official; he was not a
court poet nor the associate of any academy of arts. He was simply himself, neither more nor less than a poet. The undisturbed freedom, indepen-

dence, and contentedness was the foundation of his greatness.
cles,

who

in many

respects

was

He

his

near

intellectual

Like Sopho-

kinsman,

deserved nothing beyond what

he

stood

supported

by his art alone.

his art

demanded,

and asked nothing but to be allowed to give utterance to what

he felt within himself and saw in the world around him: the beauty and
glory of creation, the power and fulness of the human mind, the energy and
weakness of the will, the purity and depravity, the courage and the cowardliness of the heart,
nature.

the infinite

majesty

and

the baseness

of the human

Let us be honest then in our deductions of the character of Shakespeare.
Could he have attained to what was greatest and highest without

himself

possessing a great and noble nature? “Worthy, noble, and beloved” are
without exception the epithets with which contemporaries adorn Shakespeare, from Chettle, who is the first to mention his personal celebrity, down
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That

he deserved

praise and friendship is proved by the favor and friendship of men

this

like

Southampton, Pembroke, and Montgomery.
In spite of the seductive
companionship of frivolous actors and theatrical poets, there is acceptable

evidence that Shakespeare did not lead a licentious life.

This is attested

by the considerable sums of money which he laid by and spent in a practical manner.
The very fact of his outward life passing so noiselessly, so

entirely uninterrupted by remarkable incidents and‘events, bears witness to
the firm and solid stamp of his character, to the peaceful, clear, and pure
air which his soul must

have breathed.

When

in his poems

we hear the

sounds of feeling, deep as it is strong, the surging and the rushing of the
most vehement desires, affections, the ever-changing play of glowing imag-

ination, we cannot but suppose that it describes much that the poet actually
experienced, or that at least he bore the seeds of much of it in his breast.
A few critics, Hall Caine among them, have said that there is much that

is supernatural in Shakespeare.

We know that with magic pen he created

“ghosts,” but to us of later days the one great supernatural being is the
man himself—Shakespeare’s own ghost is constantly with us.
He helps
us to think, to analyze, to understand human nature. He helps our authors

and dramatists to write their stories and plays.

No need to think of him

as a bodily presence.
The spirit that pervades the works of the master is
so much more potent, and yet, as the mind goes back to the sweet river of
Avon, we linger and listen as he did, and we feel that he still abides with
us, a sweet, natural, loving-hearted, strong, cheerful man, the greatest of
men, fond of good company, of liberal giving, of generous living, of troops
of friends, and that in the realest sense, Shakespeare, the Master Reader
of Mankind, is with us yet.
Dr.
JAMES AVERDICK.
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When

Vhrist's pure waters fell on Clovis’ head,

Christ

saw

all through

the black

@reat gifts of gold which
Ie prayed

for France;

waited

uncertain

night

for the light.

then set the point of red

“Po fagot pile which lay all cold and dead,
Ryd

fanned

a flame so broad

and fierce and bright

“TpPhat gifts untold, unfettered of the night,
Gleamed
‘To-day

out to guide her weak
Christ's Garden

and

wand ring tread

Prayer hath more of myrrh,

fror France, projected on the flame-swept sod,
Speaks grandly pointing to the form of her:

“Phat black daneing thing is France!
Wias!
Krow

Where is God?’

Her letter'd lip and eyes a-blur
not the gift for shadow

of the clod.
Frank J. McCormick,

Jr., ’88
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MARY’S PART IN THE REDEMPTION
Text.—*Mary hath chosen the better part and it shall not be taken from her.”’

N the history of religion just as in the history of nations there
is a certain hierarchy of events, some preceding others in importance. And not only this, not only are some of more moment
than others, but some are of such transcending influence that

they completely overshadow the others, throwing their outlines
their

in bold relief upon the canvas of our memory and obscuring by
prominence the minor events that are marshalled around them.

Among the many such epoch-making events mentioned in the Scriptures,
some

as accords with their dignity are accompanied

with the sounding

of

cymbols, the pageantry of the celestial court, or other evidence of their
divine nature, while others, equally important, are singularly free from
all display as though best calculated to impress us through their simplicity.

As instances in point, we may mention the birth and death of our Lord
and Savior as typifying the former class; the Resurrection and the Last
Supper, the latter. And there was one other event in this last mentioned
category, one that is the theme of the present discourse, an event occurring
in an humble cottage at Nazareth, occurring without ceremony, without

ostentation, and without publicity, that is, perhaps, after the crowning
events in the life of our Savior, the most important of all history. I refer
to the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin.
Let us, for the sake of gaining a clearer knowledge of the Annunciation,

try to picture to ourselves the scene that transpired when the Archangel
appeared and announced to Mary that
God. Let us, unobserved, enter the little
maiden as she kneels there absorbed in
play of her features, the almost infinite

she was to become the Mother of
cottage and gaze upon the Jewish
silent prayer.
Let us watch the
tenderness of her countenance as,

with outstretched hands, she implores the great Jehovah to: send to her
struggling people the promised Redeemer.
And let us see the look of
dismay and consternation in her eyes when the Archangel appears and

reveals his mission. And then when the truth of the great mystery flashes
before her, when she beholds in one grand panoramic spectacle all that
the prophets have foretold of the coming of the Messiah, when she realizes
the great part that she is being asked to play in the Divine drama, let us
in mingled awe and reverence observe her profound humility and try to
catch the import of those word of acceptance, “Behold the handmaid of the

Lord; let it be done unto me according to thy word.”
Truly in those words, “Mary hath chosen the better part,’ and in the
limited time allotted to us, we shall try to propound the true nature of that
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part and,

as far as is possible to created intelligence, to fathom

out the

reasons, lying deep in the eternal decrees of God, of the Incarnation of
Christ through Mary.
To begin with, all Christians de not accept the part of Mary in the
Redemption with equal fervor and some even openly reject it. When the
seeds of discord, which Luther had

disseminated, took root and separated

a vast body of Christians from the Mother Church, among the many errors
into which the
their spiritual
passive part in
Italy and Spain

self-styled Reformers fell were the rejection of Mary as
Mother and the denial to Her of anything more than a
the Redemption.
Thus while the inhabitants of sunny
and other Catholic countries chanted litanies in her honor,

made pilgrimages to her shrines, and vested themselves

with her Rosary

and Scapular, the people of Protestant nations stood by unconcerned or
else shouted, “Superstition.”
And while Millet in his “Angelus” depicted
the simple devotion of the Breton peasants to Mary, and while Murillo,

Raphael, and others, by their seeming divinely-inspired art, attested the
devotion of even men

of letters to the Immaculate

Mother;

the peasantry

of Scotland and Switzerland languished in the bondage of Calvinism, while
the professional circles of these and other Protestant countries gave themselves to the task of showing that devotion to Mary was an extraneous
growth to the original Catholic organism which the Reformation had seen

necessary to lop off.
Nor is it difficult to conceive how Protestants, generally, even in our own

times, falsely construe the relation of Mary with her Divine Child. Too
many of them look upon Christ either as God or man, while few give
credence to the mystery of the Incarnation.
If they profess in words,
their thoughts belie the utterance of their tongue, and their argument,
though logical enough, is vitiated by the fact that it is not thorough and
does not embrace all the cases.
If- between the Second Person of the
Blessed Trinity and the Son of the Virgin Mary, there was not a true
personal union, then, surely, but little credit at most could be accorded

to Mary.

If Christ the Savior were but God, then Mary could not have

been His mother; if but man, then Mary was but His mother, the mother
of man.
But if Christ, the son of Mary, were both God and man, and
it is precisely this point that those Protestants overlook, true humanity and
true divinity, in other words,

a God-man,

then Mary,

His

Mother,

was

the

Mother of God.
Those Protestants denying the mystery of the Incarnation are logical,
but what extenuating circumstance can we advance for those conceding

this fact that yet withhold from Mary the honor that is rightly hers?

And

what of those Catholics nurtured in the bosom of Mother Church, taught
from their childhood the beautiful devotion of the Rosary, that are now
callous and indifferent?
And what of us, by the grace of God still

members of that Church, boasting in the name of Children of Mary, en-
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rolled in her Sodalities and Confraternities? Where now are our Rosaries,
our Scapulars, and our miraculous medals; where now our devotion? Gone,
gone with the innocence of our youth; gone fluttering before a craven

crowd that is called the World, gone winging its way along the thoroughfares of Avarice and Ambition, gone fleeing the heart that is now the
stronghold of the passions !
And yet we call ourselves men!

Men with a backbone that is as pliant

and supple as a soiled linen collar, men with knees that quake as of, the
, palsy at the mention

of the name

of Mary,

men whose

faces take on the

color of scarlet if perchance their Rosary fall from their hip pocket!

Not

that deep down in our innermost heart we have not a true devotion to
Mary, but that the external manifestation of that devotion is so frequently
repressed as to be worse than lifeless. Where is the man with a thorough

knowledge of devotion to Mary? where is the man with the conviction born
of that knowledge?
O God, for a race of men!
He that honors my
mother,

honors

me;

he that

dishonors

her,

dishonors

me.

Quake,

you

cowards, that would disgrace the clay of which you are made; quake, you
things that are blown over by the breath of the wind; quake, on the day of judgment, when you hear those words thundered forth by that Divine Son
who brooks dishonor to Himself, but none to His Mother!

And

what

is this devotion to Mary,

this extraneous growth

Protestants would have us lop off?
Is it something of
should feel ashamed? is it something that will not stand
of Science?
Is it a mingling of fancy and legend; the
of some fervid monk of antiquity, the beautiful dream

nun?

that the

which indeed we
the cold scrutiny
poetic conception
of some cloistered

Let us look and see, let us view it through the discerning eye of

Truth, let us vivisect each part and weigh it in the standard of Reason, and
let us test each quality by means of every-day experience.
Mary was the mother of God.
Nearly all of us concede this, and to

those who do not, the proof is most simple.

We have but to appeal to

the Bible.
Granting this fact ,how can we deny the consequences?
Mary
was the mother of God; she it was who from all eternity He had decreed
should be the abode of that Divine Child during the nine months following
conception ; she it was in whose womb the Most High had incarcerated His
only Begotten Son; she it was whence was to issue, in reality and in truth,
the God-man Jesus, blood of her blood and flesh of her flesh.
And in

selecting this Jewish maiden, selecting this virgin, was God constrained in
His choice? Was He under some necessity of choosing then and there a
virgin of the House of David and the family of Israel? Did He pick her
from ten or twelve other maidens, all of whom were equally fitted for the
part?

The most ardent blasphemer dare not say that.

of the Omnipotence

of God, what of His

What would become

Omniscience?

A God

being

constrained in His choice, a God making a haphazard choice?
Ah, no!
God, when He ordained to send His only begotten Son into the world for
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the salvation of men, ordained that He should come into the world through
a virgin as perfect as created being could be; God who ordained a union

of Humanity and Divinity, ordained a union of perfect Humanity and
perfect Divinity. The God who had moulded an Eve, that lovely daughter
of Paradise, dissatisfied with His creation, went to work with hammer

chisel and fashioned another being in whom
Mary was God’s masterpiece.

and

there was no imperfection.

Had Mary’s mission ceased here, we might, indeed, neglecting her voluntary election to the Divine Motherhood, have concluded with the Protestants, that her’s was but a passive part in the Redemption.
But God had

destined her for a far grander work. That life which had been imprisoned
in hers during the nine expectant months preceding birth was totally
enwrapped in hers during the thirty years preceding his public ministry.
Nowhere in the Scriptures do we learn that the education and formation
of the

child

Jesus

was

not

after

the manner

of other

children;

on

the

contrary we read in the Gospel of St. Luke that after Jesus had been
found by Mary and Joseph in the temple, “He went down with them and
came to Nazareth and was subject to them.” And what can we infer from
this? Did Jesus owe nought to that mother to whom other children owe
so much?
Will those who are so unwilling to admit miracles now invoke

one to rob Mary of her due?

Will they who cannot deny the Motherhood

of Mary deny her offices always associated with motherhood?
Will they
who admit the axiom, “We are a part of all we have met,” to be of universal

application deny it solely and entirely to Jesus?

And even if, in their fury

and blindness, they should deny this, shall we?
Shall we refuse to see the
tender communion existing between Mother and Child, the constant companionship begun at Bethlehem and terminating only at Calvary; shall we
refuse to see the influence exerted by Mary on Jesus when, seated at her
feet, he had “chosen the better part” for His formation, just as in later

years that other Mary, seated at His feet, chose “the better part” for hers?
Shall we like those that “having eyes and see not” refuse all this, attested,
as it is, by countless miracles; or shall we not rather, in an excess of fervor
and piety, exclaim, Jesus was all Mary’s, just as Mary by her perfect conformity to the Divine Will was the all of Jesus?

O God, that Thou wouldst draw aside the veil of Thy impenetrable
mysteries; O God, that Thou wouldst vouchsafe a ray of Thy divine light
to dispel the darkness of sin that for one lone moment we could understand
the need of Mary in Thy divine scheme of religion!
But we are left to
- conjecture and speculation, and with these crude implements must rear

an. edifice that may totter and fall though the foundation on which it is
reared, the fact that Thou dost nothing without a reason, will endure
forever.
:
Years ago in the terrorizing days of the French Revolution, a mob ran
rampant in the streets of Paris, a mob that for centuries had been ground
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down under the burden of taxes and an exacting military service. And
this mob suddenly found itself possessed of power; a mob composed of men
who for years had fitted themselves into the moulds which the Emperors

had cast; men who had subjected themselves to conditions over which they
had no control; men who saw but two forces in Nature, the inflexible arm
of the Law and the outwardly cringing, inwardly violent voice of the
And this mob of men that mistook license for liberty ran here
Passion.
and there, despoiling private homes, pillaging the cathedrals and houses
of worship, looting the vaults of the banks and the treasury; giving them-

selves to all manner of rapine and murder, committing the most frightful
And this mob at last grown

orgies, and revelling in lust and drunkenness.

tired of its own excesses, as an infant tires of a toy, demanded something
new, and the demagogues to appease them, sent forth the word that they
had

devised

religion,

a new

dral

of Notre

not a religion

and

of myth

but

mystery,

a

And straightway the mob rushed to the stately cathe-

religion of reason.
Dame,

pounded its doctrines.

where

one of the

of the new

formulators

cult ex-

And the throng waxed impatient during the lengthy

harangue until, no longer able to hold his audience, the speaker seizes a
hag standing by, a vile creature of the streets, and, raising her on a lofty

pedestal, he crowns her as the Goddess of Reason.

And the audience to a

man bow down their heads in worship.
That mob exemplifies the instinct in man, his need of a concrete being,
Speak
a tangible something, whereby he can grasp the truths of religion.
to him of an abstract, all-powerful, all-pervading force, in whom essence
and existence are identical, and whose being consists in act, and he is re-

pelled; but tell him of a venerable Father breathing the breath of life into
a mould of clay,

a God-man giving sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf,

Man’s nature demands the

and speech to the dumb, and he is attracted.
concrete;

the

for him

abstract

is involved

in

obscurity.

I might

have

chosen almost any one of an infinite number of illustrations, in proof of
the point, in preference to the one cited; I might have shown you the same

thing from the mythology of the Greeks and Romans, the religions of Confucius and Buddha, the absurd superstitions of the denizens of the African

forest. But I preferred this one because our present day Rationalists scoff
at absurdities of this sort, yet it was precisely they who in that disgusting
scene admitted its force and it was Comte, the father of the French Posi-

tivists, that disgraced the last remaining years of his life by adoring a
fetich.
The Rationalists who say they prefer to reach God by force of the intellect alone, know
Him,

know

that

the

that by delving
common

people

in abstractions
never

can.

they never will reach
The

Word

that

became

incarnate did so that He might found a religion for all whereby the most
ignorant could more fully comprehend His mysteries than the most proAnd if there was need of an Incarnation,
found philosopher of antiquity.
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if there was need of a Jesus, there was need of a Mary.

The two go hand

in hand, they compliment each other, the one supplies that in which the
other is lacking; not in the sense that Jesus is not all-sufficient, but in the
sense that our nature demands a real woman to reverence as an ideal as.

well as a real God-man.
Mary.

He

Jesus could have come into the world without

could have taken flesh without

ever having

been conceived in

the womb; yet He came as He did and it is not for us to question but what
that was not the most excellent way.

There is no one that does not realize

the appealing force of a mother’s love and a virgin’s purity; no one that
is not susceptible to the influence of woman under some stated condition.
And Mary is the fulness of womanhood.
It is with this last thought, my dear friends, that I would

leave you;

this last idea that I would endeavor to instill within you, that you might
carry its indelible impress even to the grave: the thought of Mary as the
infinitely finite, the thought of her as created perfection. And let it be
with you a practical thought.
Remember her as the Maris Stella, the
Janua Coeli, the Refugium Peccatorum. Invoke her in all your trials and
necessities, her whom the Angel proclaimed as full of grace: “Ave Maria;
gratia plena.” And let us frequently in our trials and temptations, in the

spirit of Holy Mother Church, add those words which she so beautifully
introduced to the concluding lines of that most efficacious prayer, the Hail
Mary: “Ora pro nobis nunc et in hora mortis nostrae, Amen.”
J. A. PILon, 705.
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THE WAYS MEN WALK
6)

HE

long

black night, the graying

twilight,

and

then—the

dawn!

Little Boy digs his fists into his eyes and rolls over and
out of the bed of Babyhood, and lights somewhere in the

x

cosmic economy.
Day has broken; and the tiny, sticky lids are lifted to
let tiny eyes look out upon life, and an empty baby head awaits the fruit
of other gatherings.
They set Little Boy upon his feet and tell him how to lean and how to
hold as he ventures one chubby foot before the other.
Ideas tumble into
his little mind and they, too, are set up straight and guided into tiny
steps of thought. Then his heart begins to beat and They lead him on the
gentle way of love.
So does Little Boy commence to walk in life’s Solid Lowlands, in the

Spiritual Highlands, and on the Royal

Soul-road to God.

With his hand locked in the parent-hand he learns the painful art of
progress ; that to go forever on means to know where is the Shelter-place—

the place to guard from sun or wind or other force—and where to find
the

hand

that

safely

guides.

_ With

these

come

balance,

steadiness

and

speed, and Little Boy has learned to walk.
Away from the troop of elfish things that dance in the dusty sun-rays,
away from the horrible gnomes of the night, the wonder which leaps from
childish eyes, and the big letters that stare from wide-paged books do They

lead him in the way of orderly thought. And with his new-placed poise
Little Boy dreams little dreams and looks into the heart of very little
words. But not for long because Science with mother-hand points to the
Shelter-places and tells him that the surefooted go not ever on in frenzied
haste.

And

out from the wise pauses, either holding him

by the hand

or

tracing on a chart, Science urges him forward into the seductive darkness
beyond;

and so does Little Boy learn to think.

The fear and wild love which fell with him from his bed of Babyhood
breaks into the realm of his widening mind, and at start of the Royal Road
are joined by will and a deepening heart. These are led by Science and
a Royal Guide who teach the surest footfalls and what they can of the
wonderful Royal Way. Scattered along are the Shelter-places and breaking

through

the gray

mists

Science

measures

as she knows while

in the

clearing the Royal Guide fronts with eye of faith to truth straight-come
from God. And thus learns Little Boy to love.
The day waxes from chill of dawn toward growing warmth

of noon and

along the triple ways Little Boy goes stumbling, groping, holding, resting,
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leaning, reaching—on, on and finally out through the Gate of Little Boyjand.

Yes, quite out of Little Boyland, because of better speed there is a modicum and a deeper note is heard in his uttered ery, or thought, or prayer.
Adieu, Little Boy. Your blesséd hour is done.
Little Man, greeting!

Life pursues its trinal ways and lays new burdens by side of the old
for Little Man: Wants and Duties—food to eat and food to store in the
Shelter-places, and strange Little Boys to teach to walk.
In the Lowlands is the tiring tread and places of rest, and Right to guide
the farer on. Little Man walks until he forgets some Shelter-place, or till
hand falls out of the guiding hand,
sleeping upon the road.

or until footsore and weary he drops

“He was over-keen for speed. . . .” “Poor Little Man fallen by his
own neglect.
.’ “A good old age—the years well spent. . . .”
These and a minute of tears mark the end. But the. Master of the Scroll
puts not down the leagues he measured; he sets there how he bent to take
the load and how he tried to bear it on.
From the Highlands of life—the land of mind—go the impulses which
spur the foot on the Lowland Way.
It is for Little Man to partake of

Science and help to make it, and he must also break to tiny bits and give
to Little Stranger Boys whose hands cling fast to his.
On the Highland Way how differently fall the steps! Straight on with
Science into stretches never trod; or obliquely off by mis-read charts,
burning day out vainly, and falling into wayside wastes; or in idle steps
chasing pleasure-ghosts while the hours fast roll away.

And then—ere sun has topped its dome, while poiséd brush descends to
add a lovely touch to breathing canvas, or as end of afternoon looks in
upon some laboratoried gloom where old-eyes are blazing with discovery—

then comes up to Little Man

the signal-cry to stop.

Or the cry may come

while he is madly piling golden blocks in by-lane marsh, or flatly laying

them upon the Way to ease the tread of other feet: it always comes.
Tears again, Little Man!
The Highland chart will tell of what

wrought
Upon
there is
basined

you

; the scroll will grave the pureness of your effort—but your effort.
the Royal Road to God in the beautiful harmony of all the ways
the Shelter-place and Guiding Hand. And like a glorious triplefountain love, at crown, flows over in motive to Highland thought,

where impulse starts and over-brims to touch the Lowland life.

Tenderly do They watch his early steps that he may know the Place of
Shelter and may hold him firm unto the Royal Guide.
On

God’s

to walk.

Royal

Way

first learns,

does Little Man,

why

he

was

made

Unknown skies give flash to break the light into his soul, and he

peers out and through the mist the road lies straightly on.
In the Lowlands and Highlands the roads lead to no. ultimate

There.

The span of life will never have a fixéd farther point nor will set of figures
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on these ways it little recks

if breath quit Little Boy just topping mother’s knee, or if grown to Little
Man he sleeps away at turn of a century. What the variance in the wasted
heaps upon

the bier—him

the speeder on the Highland

Road and him

of

dull brute-stare who never strode a pace!
Little Man

has blundered

into years and blundered

into lore.

Yester-

day in the Lowlands he slew a score of brothers and on Highland Way
pseudo-Science led him till he feared to over-edge a flat-planed world.
But on the. Royal Road he dare not blunder for it leadeth to a Perfect
There, and the Shelter-place looms through the mist and the Guide is
touched of God.
Little Man, you need not walk the Royal Way. The grass is soft and
green on siding-lane and your Highland light can pierce the lower darkness.

Yes, you can the while press back some breathing gas into narrow liquid
limits and chart out the puzzling secret, but be not drunk with this—the
Highland Road leads to no final There.

Et quo vadis?

And if you list you may pass your burdenby. You may add some hours
of travel to the Lowland Way—but this way never stops—tis you who stop.
And why have you journeyed all the day?

The answer. to your questioning soul, Little Man, is found upon the
Royal Road—‘tis the Perfect There at end of it. It matters not if travelrules outrage

your

little mind—poor,

blundering,

little mind !—the

only

answer lies at its end.
You did not put yourself upon the bed of Babyhood; of yourself you do
not know that you were there; others have told you: and by hand of others
_ have you come all the Lowland Way—all the Highland Way.
And though

skilled in the art of walking you know the need of the Shelter-place, and
you hold Science tightly by the hand—though you can touch and feel and
think. Believe you then when your aching soul attains the Royal Way that
you need not Guide or Shelter-place? On this road where mind and heart
and foot stand dumb and fixéd before the infinite?

Oh, it cannot be; and

the God who made and who smiles at your Lowland blunders and your
blunders in the Highlands, where you might have been more perfect,
knows your pitiful need and gives you Royal Guide who cannot fail and

Shelter-place that always rises through the mist.
Little Man

traveling on the lower ways, turn

up your Highland

let it burn its brightest and it will move you wisely on.
lights cannot pierce the gloom,

Science

will bid you

light;

But when all the
wait where

you

are

for then there is no guide to lead. She will bid you measure and peer
and think but never to move till these evolve a chart.
So

on

the

Royal

Road

where

you

must

travel

all

the

while,

follow

Science and the charts; but when thick gloom shuts out the Highland
lights you cannot sprnceny alone; Science will not let you. But you must
here is chiling:.

*Tis at this Shelter-place

the Guide
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touched of God is waiting, and he will take your hand from hand of Science
and lead you safely, surely on.

The signal to stop!
The day’s over, Little Man. The end of the Royal Road is at end of
the day, or your part of a day. The Perfect There is reached.
.Three scrolls are laid before the Keeper of the Place. If you speak of
the Lowland leagues you traveled, He will laugh and tell you the years of

Seth were many more, and some to come’ will measure more than you.
Should you speak of the Science-charts you made, He will tell you Sappho
dreamed greater dreams, and that some later chartist will solve the mystery
of sending thought on waves to.mind like speech now leaps along to ears.
Therefore, Little Man, on the lower ways prate not of deed—your only
claim lies on the under effort.
On the Royal Way alone there will be

leagues to count, but here best effort is always swiftest speed. And the
Shelter-place is ever near and the Guide—the touched of God—always
bides your pleasure.
Adieu, Little Man,

may

your journey lie straight to the Perfect There.
FRANK J. McCormick, JR., ’88.
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The year 1906-1907 in the annals of St. Mary’s Institute

Alumni Number

can be very appropriately

designated as “Alumni

Year,”

for never before in the history of the college have so many
of the Alumni and former students manifested such intense interest in the
affairs of their Alma Mater.
In two of the largest cities the stir among
them resulted in the formation of local branches of former students who,
in memory of their college days, bound themselves together in the interest
of their Alma Mater.
The same activity, we understand, exists in other
large cities, and will soon culminate in the formation of new branches.
The Exponent has been the official organ of the Alumni, a special department being devoted exclusively to their interests. Recently, it was suggested
that the literary columns be opened to contributions from the Alumni, and
the suggestion has met with the hearty approval of the new staff, who are

publishing this issue of the Exponent

as their initial number.

We feel

highly honored in having the Alumni as our colleagues.
Thanks to their
contributions, we are confident that our first efforts will meet with a favor-

able reception.
Weighing the

Soul

,

W. O°C.
It is astonishing in these days of enlightenment

to see

intellectual men, who speak with curled lip about the incredulity and superstition of Catholics, pin their faith to

every pseudo-discovery, however absurd it may be.
the laying claim to having weighed the human

soul.

The latest of these is
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Though it has stirred up much comment and controversy, and has
become the laughing-stock of all sane scientific authorities both here and
beyond the seas, it seems nevertheless to command a considerable following.

The Outlook in one of its recent issues openly champions the cause.

It

states that “the attempt to weigh the soul has been made many times, but
this is the first time, so far as we are aware, that definite results have been
attained, and the figure at which it turns the scale has been accurately

registered.” Enthusiastically the Outlook “suggests the endowment of a
society for determining the weight of the soul in different parts of the
world,” since “the weight of a soul in Chicago, for instance, may be very
much

greater than

the weight

of a soul in Boston.”

Such an extravagant theory can arise either from total ignorance of the
subject, or from materialistic fallacies. If from the latter, Christians, no
matter of what

denomination,

ought to find the teachings

of the Bible a

sufficient argument against the adoption of. such atheistic conclusions.
If this theory is due to ignorance, then let all who are wise leave it to
fools, who “rush in where angels fear to tread.” Though the men who
conducted these experiments be physicians, we must not forget that men
of science can and often do go beyond their proper sphere of research.
How fitting is the prayer of Leibnitz:
study philosophy !”

“Would to God these doctors would
M. F.

Study of the
Classics

That we are becoming more and more imbued with the
modern spirit of* utilitarianism, is notably evident in the
fact that we are gradually forgetting the essential principles of education. With characteristic celerity the present-day system
administers

a sort

of

“quick-lunch”

curriculum

which

crams

the

mind

with a conglomeration of facts, falling far short of fulfilling the ideal
of education as expressed by Bishop Spalding, commenting on Plato’s
views: “The ideal presented is that of a complete, harmonious culture, the
aim of which is not to make an artisan, a physician, a merchant, a lawyer,

but a man alive in all his faculties, touching the world at many points; —
for whom all knowledge is desirable, all beauty lovable, and for whom fine
bearing and noble acting are indispensable.” A thorough course of classics

will alone render a man “alive in all his faculties,” the object of the course
being not as much

the acquisition of the languages

training which they accomplish.

as the perfect mental

Nevertheless, there are those who object

to this beneficial discipline on the ground that it will do them no practical

good and many point with a triumphant air to “the self-made man” whose
so-called education has been confined to the three R’s.
As regards the first objection, that a classical education is impractical,

it is good to consider that an adequate knowledge of the English language
and literature demands a thorough drill in the classics. Experience shows
that a writer who has had a classical training, writes clearer, more forcibly,
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and with a beauty of style unattainable by the writer who lacks such trainMoreover, the classical course does not consist in Latin and Greek
ing.
alone as some may imagine, but it also includes a sound course in mathematics and the vernacular. This combination trains the student’s faculties

to a state of perfect development
man with a one-sided perception,
viewing things and events from
to devote a part of one’s time to

and he is ready for the world, not half a
but a complete man with the knack of
all angles. Surely it is not impractical
classical studies if their pursuit has such

a broadening influence on the intellect.
The opponents of a classical curriculum think to have found their champion in the “self-made” man whom they judge by the size of his bank

account. Those who hold this class of men as the exponents of success,
form their judgment from an unworthy point of view. In an educational

discussion riches cannot be taken as the standard of success, because education achieves its object inasmuch as it approaches the ideal so aptly
Many
defined by Bishop Spalding, “A man alive in all his faculties.”
men there are who have been passably proficient in law, medicine, and business who have not had the benefit of classical discipline: yet who would say
that these same men had they this advantage would not have been peers in

their respective professions?

There are other men who, minus this train-

ing, have topped their professions, but they were geniuses and must not be
considered as representative of the average intellect. If these geniuses have
become singularly qualified in their chosen work it is not owing to their

previous training, but rather in spite of it.
For him who would have a thorough knowledge of English, or who would

pursue the calling of law, medicine, or business, the study of the classics
is an invaluable, ‘indispensable discipline.
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CLIPPINGS

Columbus
News

bus.
_

The meeting for the definite organization of the Columbus Asosciation of former students of the Institute was
held on April 8, 1907, at the Chittenden Hotel in Colum-

Many Old Boys were present, but a few were kept from the meeting

by unavoidable circumstances, among the latter being Doctor Connors
Newark, Ohio, who, however, sent in his good will by his card.

of

The President of S. M. I. and the Director of Holy Cross School, Colum-

bus, were among those present.
Mr. Dorgan was appointed Chairman, and Mr. Keegan Secretary of
the meeting.
The constitution was then read, and after being discussed,
article by article, was accepted.
The meeting was very cordial, old times at S. M. I. being the subject of
conversation.
‘The members agreed to attend Commencement Day in a
body.
At about eleven o’clock the meeting adjourned.

O. K. the Good
Work

“Tir EXPONENT is, in my opinion, filling a long-felt
want in the student life at St. Mary’s. To the Alumni,

.
in particular to those who reside outside of Dayton and
who, on account of the lapse of time, gradually get out of touch with their
Alma Mater, the Alumni Notes are a distinct benefit. An acceptable fea-

ture would be some articles of old student days, written by Alumni.”

“In congratulating the editors of THz Exponent on their thorough and
enthusiastic works, I request them to call on me at any time, and I will
do all I can for them.”

Those faithful words of Attorney Casx, ’99, could be subscribed to, we
are proud to say it, by a host of other loyal Old Boys.
Please Copy

“To the President of S. M. I.

“Home,

Sept. 2, 1906.

_ “Dear Reverend Father:—I am sending you my oldest
Elmer.
If the Institute makes out of him something about as

hopeful,

good ( or as bad) as it made out of me, I shall be perfectly satisfied.
“Yours as faithfully as in 1889
;

(when

I quittuated),
“ee

O.

Py
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above
place there will be lively scenes on Tuesday, June
report at their Alma Mater from the four corners of the world,
more years ago will fail to find the tunnel-shaped depot, or
called in its own good time,
On arriving in the Buckeye
make sure to have the conductor leave

PaARPONLTON

SEAT

18, when the Old Boys of S. M. I.
The Boys who were here ten or
barn, or whatever else it was
State the travelers should
them off at

LON?
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Yet-O.N

will

THE

Tenth of the
» Month

S. M.
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— Items for publication should reach the Alumni Editor
at the beginning of the month to appear in the issue of
the following month.

St. Mary’s In- — Tf you want to be in it with
stitute March Boys meet, you must know the
tute March.
Everybody sings
everybody gets it. Alumni come from far-off

your chums when the Old
rousing St. Mary’s Instiit, everybody likes it, and
Indiana to obtain it. | It
was rendered at all

ST. MARY'S INSTITUTE

the late meetings of

Weaichi:

JOHN
Tempo

di
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the Old Boys,
MICHAEL.

S.M.

Marcia.

ton,

Hamil-

Columbus,

Day-

ton, and
Alumni
Night not excepted.
The
author
of the

>

words

bert

is

Brother

Hollinger,

Al-

and

the composer of the
music
is Brother
John
Michael Lurz,
both members of the
Faculty in “ye olden

tymes.”
Those who had the
good fortune to be
present
at its first

production

(Com-

mencement, 1898),
will
remember
the
wild enthusiasm that
greeted it, following,
as it did, the eloquent
valedictory
of Gay-

LorD
ase

vocal part

hei

(six pages)

H.

Case..

It

will
be
a_ pleasant
duty for the Alumni
Editor to secure the

for any Old Boy at the nominal price of fifteen

cents; so
“Come

and join our happy

chorus,

Let no single voice be mute,
While we loudly chant the praises
Of our glorious Institute.”
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The fund for Alumni Hall is still growing.
At the
present writing, 440 dollars cash are at the Treasurer’s
disposal.
The donation of the Chicago Alumni, in the
shape of a fine davenport, amounted to 150 dollars. This swells the grand
total of the fund to 590 dollars.
Alumni Hall

The following classes have not been heard from: 1905, 1898, 1889, 1887,
1886, and 1885.
“Gus” DrcKsEr, ’89, will have to do some stunts.
The classes best represented until now are:
Class of 799,
JosepH W. CLEMENS, Chairman.
Class of 03, Roperr S. Hayes, Chairman.
Class of 702, Harry F. Fryxx, Chairman.
Class of 01, WM. McGraru, Chairman.
Class of 97, Marr. N. BLumentrHan, Chairman.
Class of 796, “S1’’ Mauer, Chairman.
Class of ’88, Frank J. McCormick, Chairman.

The quartet of twenty-five-dollar donators has been raised to a quintet
by the addition of Frank J. McCormick, ’88.
Dr. Louis F. Bucusr, Chairman of the class of ’94, is still sitting soli-

tary on the first bench as the only one who has succeeded in obtaining

donation from every member of his class.
Besides the $500.to be expended for decorating, $153.75 will go towards

installing electric lights so that Alumni

a

Hall with its ninety-two glowing

bulbs will be a beauty forever.

It is expected that everything wiii be in readiness on Commencement
Day.
The Alumni Editor hopes to give a detailed account of all ‘receipts
and expenditures in the near future.
All

donations

should

be

sent

either

to Treasurer

L.

Epcar

ORENDORP,

1004 Conover Building, Dayton, or to the President of 8. M. I., or to the
chairman of the respective class.
:

“Tibi

“I will ever

remain

loyal to you,

my

Alma

Mater.”

Semper
Thus says the former student of S. M. I., as le is decorated
Fidelis” with the Alumni Pin.
This wise junior has delved deep
into all kinds of information and the following are some ways of the “57”

to be loyal to S. M. L:
1. By remaining faithful to God and to your religious duties.
2. By being a law-abiding citizen of our glorious country.

3. By following on all occasions the high principles of conduct
cated by your Alma Mater.

4.

incul-

By sending her your son, or any other good young man desirous of

of obtaining a solid Christian education.

5. By founding a scholarship for deserving young men who have the
will and the talent, but not the means to enter college.
6.

By suscribing in THE

Exponent.
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By advertising in your college paper.
By paying an occasional visit to good old » M. I.

By helping to erect a natatorium.
10.
11.

By donating an auditorium.
By remembering the Museum

12.

By helping to enlarge the library.

13.

By saying a good word for the old school on all proper occasions.

with curios and specimens.

For further information write to
:
Yours loyally,
The Alumm Editor.
F. Hackman, 708.

HERE

Commencement
Day

AND

THERE

According to all signs the red letter day in the history
of St. Mary’s will be Tuesday, June 18, around which will
cluster a number

of great happenings.

The fact that the

Superior General of the Society of Mary will be in attendance, will be a
great drawing card. The Cincinnati Association have voted to storm Dayton with full attendance.

Mr.

them up in the Capital City.

Zang of the Columbus

bunch

is whooping

Cleveland will send a big delegation to root

for Thomas Coughlin, 793 ,the orator of the day.
The
are getting busy to make all the Old Boys feel at home.

Dayton Alumni
The dedication

of the beautiful Alumni Hall, the organization of the Cleveland Association, the banquet that will seat 200 (nearly three times the number of
‘last year) with a popular and prominent Alumnus as toastmaster, the

graduation of thirteen members of the Scientific, five of the Classical, and
thirteen of the Business Course, several surprises for the Alumni, these are
some of the many features of the great day.
Other specialties for the
Alumni: Four p. M, lunch will be served consisting of molasses bread in
the old reliable way.
Eight pP.M., business meeting, reports of Financial
and Recording Secretaries, and election of new officers. Nine p.M., Grand

Banquet. Two A. M., Taps.
N. B.—A large delegation of Windy

City Alumni will be on hand to

welcome two Chicago graduates in their midst.
Special grand initiation
ceremonies in Alumni Hall at 5:00 p.m.
The davenport will be used
instead of the goat.
:

We have at last heard from Martin J. Clements, who
An Old-Timer

entered the Institute in 1867 and has been absent from his
Alma Mater for nearly forty years. He is still alive and
well at Uniontown, Kentucky, from where a large number of fine young
men swarmed to St. Mary’s after the Civil War.
He writes that he hopes
soon to pay us a visit, as nothing would give him more pleasure than to
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return again to the scenes of his happy school days. Of those from Uniontown who attended St. Mary’s with him, three are-still alive, Pat Fenwick,

Hanley Spalding, and Thomas Wight.

Martin is anxious to hear from his

old chums, especially from Joseph Standley, then of Steubenville, Ohio,
and from the Morgan brothers, then of Rockport, Indiana.
At the present
_ time he is kept busy both as a banker and as a farmer.

Our
R. I. P.
Uniontown,

readers will be grieved to hear of the death

of

James Edward Pike, ’73, which occurred at Waverly, Kentucky, last March.
James entered the Institute from
Kentucky.
The students offered up their prayers for the

repose of his soul at the chapel on April 12.
Frederick Althoff, *89, of Dayton, died almost suddenly on April 16,
1907. The funeral was held from St. Joseph’s Church of which he had
for many

years

been

an edifying

member.

He

is survived

by his wife,

parents, and a host of friends to whom his untimely death proved.a great
shock. Prayers were offered for the repose of his soul at the Institute
Chapel.
At the recent visit of Mr. Beige H. Adelberg of Louisville, Kentucky,
we learned that his junior brother, Edward, who alone was privileged to
attend St. Marys and who left in 1888, died of consumption in 1904, well
prepared by the reception of the Last Sacraments. The wife of Sylvester
is a sister of our lamented Father Aloysius Rasche, *88, who died at Paris
in 1903.
Her other brother, Anthony, *68, is a prominent member of the

Cincinnati Association.
A

Few

Pointers

When

you

feel

like

writing

to your

Alma

Mater,

we

would be glad to receive information about the following:
Your present occupation.

Special events of your past life.
Reminiscences of your S. M. I. days.
How do you like THE ExPoNnENtT, and especially the Alumni Corner?

How could both be improved?
Would you like to advertise in THE

EXPONENT?

To whom would you like us to send it?
What could S. M. I. do for her former students?
What could these do for S. M. I.?
What news have you of other Old Boys?

~ Which college chums would you like to hear of?
Do you know of any good young man to whom we could send S. M. I.
literature with the object of having him attend this institution?

When will you pay us your next visit?
Write soon. Address, and oblige,
The Alumni

Editor.
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From Fort Wayne, Indiana, comes the news of the mar-

Joyful Tidings

yiage of Gaytorp H. Case, *98, and Miss Nellie Ashelman, which took place on Sunday, March 31. They will

-yeside in South Bend, Indiana, where Gaylord is engaged in law practice.

He has a host of friends in Dayton who join with the Alumni Editor in
wishing him God’s choicest blessings in the new life he has so happily
begun.

We are doing our very best to have a complete collection
A Long
the photos of all the 168 Alumni up to date to adorn
of
Standing
Account the surroundings of Alumni Hall on June 18. At this
writing ten are still missing, of which the one from Epwarp 8. McDonNELL, 795, is to reach us before the end of the month and that of ‘THEODORE
Wimpere, 95, and Epwarp LICHTENFELS, ’99, some time in the near—or
With our greatest efforts we have not been able to obtain
far—future.

anything from the following:
Grorce Powers, 793, Crystal Falls, Michigan.
Wiiu1aM Wiss, 796, 333 Park Street, Dayton, Ohio.
Epwarp Yockey, 796, 201-205 Free Press Building, Millwaukee,
consin.
Joun Hayes, 798, Dunkirk, Indiana.
Eimer Berex, 700, 191 Cherry Street, Oskosh, Wisconsin.
JosepH Zorn, 00, Fort Totten, New York.

Wis-

Efforts are being made to secure that of Tuomas CavanauGH, 98, of
Springfield, now deceased. We call upon the other members of the above

mentioned

classes to urge matters with their modest

and timid classmates

at the earliest date and help us close up this long-standing account.
Our Angel
Brothers

“Enclosed find money for the renewal of our subscription to THE ExPoNENT, with which we are highly de-

lighted.
We both are in A number one condition and
will be raised to the Holy Priesthood about the twentieth of December, 707.

“Two loyal Old Boys,
,

“FERDINAND H. ANGEL, 702,
“JoHN C. ANGEL, 702.”
Harry

J. AnNsBury, 08.

NUGGETS

From Dear
Old

Hamilton

George Allison, Old Boy, physical director, athlete, and
enthusiastic EXPONENT reader, writes: “THE EXPONENT is
a grand publication, and I see with pleasure that so many

ex-students take a great deal of interest in it.

It keeps them in touch

©
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with each other and reminds them of the days when they were at St.
Mary’s.
From what experience I have had, there is at St. Mary’s a

feeling of kindliness and fraternity that surpasses the average college and
gives it the prestige it enjoys among other educational institutions of its
kind.” We do our best to keep all the Old Boys close to St. Mary’s and it
gives us much pleasure to see our efforts successful.
_ Your Photo
Wanted.

We want your photo this week; this means “you.” Cab_inet size preferred; any size accepted. Your Alma Mater
should have it; she would remember you better and your
old chums who come to visit her will be delighted to recognize the features
of a former

classmate.

With much regret we heard that Joseph E. Schlaudecker, who entered the Institute at the beginning of this
term, was forced to remain at home after Christmas because of illness. But he did not forget us, and a few days ago we received

“Dodo

Waltz”

a copy of his own production, “Dodo Waltz.” The title page bears a halftone of the youthful composer, and we are pleased to note that he wore the

S. M. I. pin when sitting for the picture. The Waltz is a very remarkable
production for a boy eleven years old, and after hearing it, every one predicts a bright future for our musical prodigy.
Alumni,

Are You All
Subscribers?

Said an exchange recently: “Alumni are a class of men

that talk about the decrease of ‘college spirit? and then
forget to subscribe for their college journal.” What pessi-

mists these college editors are!

And yet, ’t is often said that truth is harder

to understand than is falsehood.
No Fake
Standards
gauged.

The Alumni Editor has often to record only
terial success of the Old Boys. However it is not
a standard that the true value of a position
It is practically impossible to tell anything else about

time students than their business transactions.

the maby such
is to be
the one-

However, we of St. Mary’s

all know well that our Alma Mater prides herself especially in the fidelity
of her sons to their Holy Faith and in their active devotedness to the cause
of Catholicity.
If we are to judge by what we see, St. Mary’s
reasons to be proud of her older ones,

has solid

The picture of Joseph Dister, *76, which appeared in the
January issue, reminds us that the Dister family, formerly
of Dayton, has been associated with the Brothers of Mary
from the time of the arrival of the latter in 1849, when Joe’s father lent
A. D. 1849

a helping hand to Father Leo Meyer and, together with the late Henry
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Ferneding, assisted the founder of S. M. I. in selecting the present beautiful site of the college.
Just to show the pains that we take to secure the photos

Photo’s of
the Departed.

of the

let us cite a few

Alumni,

GrorcEe

instances.

A.

Weser, 799, of Cincinnati, who died some years ago, had
not had his photo taken before death, that we know of. We secured a
group picture of his class and his brother Joe was kind enough to send
With the help of these our artist
us several other such group pictures.
We obhas been able to produce a nice picture of the deceased Alumnus.
tained a picture of Harry CLEMENS, 701, also deceased, in a similar manCan
JosepH CLEMENS, ’99.
ner through the kind offices of his brother,
any one lend us a photo of Tom CavanaucH, ’98, then of Springfield, now
$
‘deceased ?

‘Brothers’
Lane”

If you have not been at S. M. I. for two or three years,
a visit now would be quite a revelation to you. Of course
you také an old reliable Oakwood Car, South, but don’t
look for the old alfalfa field. Step out at the “Cash” and plod up the.

Brothers’ Lane.
still at the top.

There are houses on both sides now, but the old school is
A. REGAN,

’07.

GEMS

“How About
From the office of the City Auditor of Cleveland we
Cleveland?” — yeceived the following communication under the date of
May 9: “I note in the April Exponent your remark with
reference to forming a Cleveland Association of Old Boys. If you will
send me a list of the eligibles, I shall be glad to see what can be done in
that direction —THos. CouGHLIN, 793.”
The list has been sent and among the ninety Old Boys that hailed from
Cleveland during the last half century, there is enough material to form the

nucleus of a fine association.
self

chairman

pro

tem.,

and

We would like to see Tom constitute himhimself,

with

two

or

three

other

hustlers,

a

committee of organization, then call a meeting at the beginning of June
to effect a temporary organization, bring every man of the Cleveland contingent to the Commencement on June 18, and wind up affairs at 11 a.m.,
by making it a permanent organization.
Here’s to the success of the

“Cleveland Association of Former Students of St. Mary’s.”
line with the other
plete the Big Four.

In the Exponent Family

C’s

(Chicago,

Cincinnati,

and

[¢ is increasing slowly but surely.
have

remained

and

new

ones

May it fall in

Columbus),

The

are joining.

and

com-

old members
Almost

every

mail and every visitor has words of commendation for
the good work of THr Exponent.
Every Old Boy subscriber should try
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to induce every other Old Boy to join the Happy Family. It’s the best
way to get and stay acquainted. Admission, one dollar.
The Subscription Department has recently registered the following Old
Boys:

From Cincinnati: John Wehmhoff, Henry Schmidt, John Mullen, HL A.
Kallmeyer, August Kemme.
* From

Baltimore:

From Chicago:

FERDINAND

ANGEL.

Joun M. Buremeter, J. Epw. Grimes, Frank Klauk.

From Bourbonnais,
Ill.: J. A. PILon.
From Washington, D. C.: BerNarp FockEr,
From Fort Wayne, Ind.: Jos. J. Freiburger.

JR.

From Cleveland: THomas Coucuurn, Alfred M. Keiper.
From Waverly, Ohio: Jos. J. Myers.
From ‘Hamilton: JosnpH J. Paver.
From Dayton: H. L. Frrneprne, Ellis J. Finke, A. H. Kempsr, Cleophus Drufner, Wm. J. Lukaswitz, W. J. Jaeckle, EMMEt F. SwWEETMAN,

JOSEPH CRONAN.
From Detroit:

JoHN A. STENGER.

From St. Louis: Gro. HEITHAUS.
Still room on top, Old Boys.
Come

one, come all.

M. A. DaucuHerty, ’09.
FATHERS

AND

SONS

AT

S. M. I.

An excellent recommendation in favor of St. Mary’s is the fact that a
large number of Old Boys are sending year after year their own sons to
their Alma Mater. The following is a partial list of the fathers of students
attending during the present term:
Joseph F. Hackman, *61, Connersville, Ind.
Ferdinand Unger, *61, Dayton, Ohio.

Frank Munger, *63, Dayton, Ohio.
John F. Ohmer, *67, Dayton, Ohio.

Joseph J. Osterday, 69, Dayton, Ohio.
John Blommel, *70, Dayton, Ohio.
Benjamin H. Kramer, *67, Dayton,

Ohio.

Joseph Schumacher, ’70, Dayton, Ohio.
Gro. A. Priaum, *71, Dayton, Ohio.
Bernard Topmoeller, *71, Cincinnati, Ohio.

-Charles E. Rottermann, ’71, Dayton, Ohio.
Fred Weckesser, ’71, Dayton, Ohio.
¥: P.<Martin, 772, Dayton, Ohio.
Valentine Stoecklein, *72, Dayton, Ohio.
John P. Peters, *73, Dayton, Ohio.
L. B. Cahill, ’%5, Mt. Airy, Ohio.

A SCENE

S

ON

FIRST COMMUNION
1907

DAY,

EVERAL FIRST COMMUNICANTS of this year are sons
of Old Boys. The happy fathers were about to leave
when the Exponent photographer succeeded in detaining
them for a moment with the above effect at the entrance
:
to St Mary’s Hall. The following were on the scene

(going from left to right):

Joseph J. Osterday,

’69, and

son;

Fred

Weck-

esser, ’71, and son; the son of John Blommel, ’70 (John had just left before
the above scene took place); the son of William H. Ernstes, ’77, of Berlin,
Ohio, now deceased;

Joseph Schumacher,

’70,

and

son;

Jacob

H.

Klein,

77, then of Xenia, now of Dayton, and son.
An unusually large number of Old Boys were also present at the
touching ceremonies of the day always so beautifully observed at the
Institute.. Among them were:
WILLIAM SkeEtTon, Albert Althoff, Wm.
Unger, Joseph Stauble, John Kuntz, CHARLES SCHUMACHER, Harry Dowling, Clarence

Lukaswitz,

Adolph

Latin,

Albert

Helfrich,

Robert

Con-

nelly, James Dowling, Peter Kuntz, Frank Lukaswitz, Ernest Klein, Edward Latin, Ralph Lowry, Clarence Klein, Albert Kramer, Gust Froendhoeff, John Klein, John P. Weckesser, Edward Rotterman, Bernard Klein,
Fred Weckesser, Jr., Francis Klein, Thomas O’Connor, Adam Deger, J.
Albert Cody, Harry Finke. Joseph and Vincent Klein, and Robert Wittrock from Cincinnati, and others.
M. A. Daugherty, ’09
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Two
blocks
from
the
depot is
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handsome
Government Building,
Cross to the East side of
the street, and

wait

for

a

Brown
street car, which
will take you
East and
then South.
If you fear
not

to

recognize

‘Broth-

ers’ Lane,”’ step out at the
“Cash

’’

We

fair

weather

If

the

United

Weather
fill

the

rain
Union

have ordered
for

Bureau
order

or

slush,

June

18.

States
does

not

and _ sends

walk

up

Avenue.

M. A. Daugherty,

'09
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Fred J. Decker, ’76, Dayton, Ohio.
Joseph Dister, *76, Dayton, Ohio.
Henry Gross, *76, Dayton, Ohio.
Jacob H. Klein, ’77, Xenia, Ohio.
Wm. P. Eckert, 79, Dayton, Ohio.
John W. Heck, *84, Dayton, Ohio.
Adam Deger, *84, Dayton, Ohio.
James Hickey, ’84, Anderson, Ind.
Philip J. Weisenberger, ’85, Payne’s Depot, Ky.

“ Ricuarp

P. BurKHARDT,

792, Dayton,

Ohio.

JOSEPH WINDBIEL, 792, Chicago, IIl.
Sons are doubly welcome at the old school; we will be glad to see many
more next September.
Dawn Moran, 707.
CHIPS

A Cordial
—
Welcome

Do you want to spend a pleasant Sunday? Pay a visit
to your Alma Mater and bring your friends along. There

are a hundred and one things on our extensive grounds
to please and interest visitors.
The best recommendation you can give
concerning your “Old School” is to have your friends personally inspect it.

April
Recent Visitors

to the College

12:

Fred W. Crift, 795, then of Delphos,

Ohio, now of. Fort.

Wayne, Indiana, to shake hands with old friends.

At the

time of his marriage, Fred presented to his Alma Mater a beautiful set of
furniture which is still rendering its service in the “Bishop’s Room” at the

Institute.
April 14:
John M. Guiven °91, of the Cincinnati Association, to show his Alma
Mater to a friend, the father of several promising (future) S. M. I. boys.
Philip Hettel, "66, of Norwalk, Ohio, to find himself lost midst the
wonderful changes that took place upon the “old Stuart Farm” during the
last thirty years. Philip’s father was so well pleased with the strong
Catholic education given under Brother Zehler’s direction that he be- -

came a warm

friend of the Institute and instrumental in landing at S.

M. I. a large number of fine young men-hailing from Norwalk,

Monroeville,

Peru, and neighboring localities. Beginning in 1863, up until the late
’90’s, he had the pleasure of seeing some representatives still at the Institute.
“Bill” Ryan, 706, of Cleveland, Ohio, to have a “shake” with old friends
and especially to see his faithful friend, Father Canning.
Bill is now holding a responsible position with the Cleveland Gas and Coke Co.

Harry WaGeER, *05, to renew old acquaintances.
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April 15:
Dr. L. F. Bucuer,

’94, to discourse Turners
April

and gymnastics.

21:

Oliver Smith, ’06, of Illinois.
April 22:
:
Rev. Adolph Sourd, *76, then from Fayetteville, Ohio, now the Pastor
of St. Patrick’s Church, Bellfontaine, to visit the scenes of his childhood

and to take a rest. Father Sourd has just made a valuable improvement
upon his church by installing a magnificent new bell.
Sunday, April 28:
JosEPH

J. ABEL,

93,

and

wife,

together

with

Master

David

Herbert

Abel of the promising class of 1923.
Henry A. Kallmeyer, *95, of Cincinnati, to tell all about the “Gridirons”
who will do some stunts “may be” on Decoration Day.

Sunday, April 28:
ALVIN

J. FINKE,

791, to talk old coins with the hustling curator of our

museum.
May 2:
Rev. Godfrey Schlachter, *60, of the Fathers of the Precious Blood.
The well known Brother Louis Strobel had sent him from Cleveland with
five other young men.
Father Schlachter had just concluded a most suc-

cessful mission at St. Mary’s Church, this city, and was delighted to see
his name on the great register of the Old Boys.
~

May 6:
Harry Rabe, 95, of Covington, Kentucky, secretary to Judge
son, in the newly established United States Court of Dayton.

Thomp-

Sunday, May 12:
JOSEPH W. CLEMENS, 799, to add twenty-two more dollars to the Alumni
Fund of his class.
GEO. BRENNAN, 706.
JOSEPH CRONAN, *05, to renew his membership in THE Exponent Fam-

ily, and with Wint1AM

SKELTON, ’06, to enjoy an ideal spring day with

his friends in the Institute Park.

May
RicHarp

“Advertise

P. BurkHarpt,

It”

12:

JR., 92, in company

with his family.

In answer to the question, “What could the former students of S. M. I. do for their Alma Mater?” a 795 Boy
writes, “Advertise it; pack it with the fresh, young, ‘ris-

ing, energetic Americans whose ambition it is to become the leaders of this

THE

nation.”

And

this is what

S. M.
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a number of our devoted

so much so that the new $75,000 Chaminade
small to accommodate

“Stop! Look!
and Listen!”

dll

the ever-increasing

Old Boys are doing:

Hall will very soon be too

attendance.

Show THr Exponent to your friends. We believe it
js of a standard high enough to impress its readers favorably with the work done by the students of your Alma

Mater; and, in making known THE EXPONENT and the Institute, you do
honor ‘to yourself and to your studies.
A good place for your “college
paper” is your office, your counter, or your reception room.
In the Expo-

nent Family

The

Pastor of an important

parish, who

was

a student

of St. Marys in the *60’s, writes, in sending his subscription,

“I

heartily

congratulate

the

old

home

of my

boy-

hood, so full of the fairest recollections, on its venture before the public,
in the garb of literature.
Send me every issue. It was only forgetfulness
that caused me to delay sending my subscription on the occasion of the
first issue.
“With best wishes and many cheers for S. M. I.
<<

In sending his subscription,
Kind Words

left the Institute

a Reverend

in 1895, writes:

“Just

cheer from a loyal Old Boy of 8S. M. I.
azine, both in appearance

and in reality, exemplifies

fication of the name it bears—THE

Exponent

22

Old Boy who
a word

of good

Your college magtruthfully the signi-

of dear St. Mary’s Insti-

tute.

“A characteristic mark of St. Mary’s during the happy years I spent
there was the social and friendly Christian spirit that ever manifested itself
among the students, whether in the class-room.or on the play-ground.
Your “Alumni Notes” appear to me but an assurance of that same spirit
still existing in your midst, yea,—and let it be to the credit of the present ~
student body,—existing in a more finished degree, which no longer finding
enough wherewith to content itself at home, must extend far and wide,
that all loyal Old Boys might also come in for a share of its benevolent in-

fluence.

May God bless St. Mary’s Institute and THe Exponent.”

We appreciate these.words so much the more as their author has attended college elsewhere and speaks from experience.
His sentiments are

but those of every Old Boy who has tested college life in other places besides St. Mary’s.
A graduate of ’01, writes: “My

A Satisfied

to me THE

Reader
issue;
reader for whom you
congratulations.”

EXPoNENT

now remember
spend so much

Dear Editor:

It seems

is getting better with each new
I am not
time owes

all Irish.
you many

Surely the
thanks and

THE

Members
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of the Alumni

and other Old Boys—to

insert

Wanted!

= their business or professional cards in. the advertising
pages of THE EXpPoNENT, just in order to show their
college chums what they are doing and to inform the rest of the world
how they can help it along.
The beautiful sentiments that teemed in the valedictory
of 799 still animate our Old Boy, Gaytorp H. Cass,
then of Woodruff, Indiana, now practicing law in South
Bend, in the Hoosier State.
Th the iettér which he addressed to the
Alumni Editor on November 2,'1906, we read with much pleasure, “St.
Mary’s Institute is to me a place that represents more than the ordinary
college or university.
The personal supervision and instructions which the
Brothers give to every student, result in the inculeation of hopes, ideals,

“Casey” Again

and

aspirations which

are sure to succeed

The

With the Fans

sooner

or later in life.”

&. M. I. team of baseball, like the team of basket-

}all, has a winning

streak and we all have the fondest

hopes for an unspotted record.
The opening game of the
season was played on Saturday, April 20, with the Dayton Nationals.
All
present witnessed a close and most interesting game, St. Mary’s as usual

coming from the field victorious by a score of 2 to 1.

Among the loyal Old

Boys who witnessed the game we record the following:
GEORGE BRENNAN, Louis Timmer, Vincent Schneble,
JoseEpH MurpHy
(the interesting umpire of the game), Leo Unger, CLARENCE HocHWaALt,

Thomas Wollenhaupt, JosepH Cronan, and Allan Murray.
On Saturday, April 27, the S. M. I.’s crossed bats with the team of
Cedarville College.
The Cedarvilles were constantly at the mercy of St.
Mary’s sturdy invincibles and the game ended with a score of 12 to 0.

Among
Wrtntam

the new

faces that

McGratH,

brightened

up

Epear L. ORENDORF,

to root

at this game

were:

Eugene Witchger, and “Jerry”

Connors.
On Saturday, May 11, the strong team of Antioch College journeyed
to the Institute campus only to suffer a fate like to that of their Ee
cessors.

The

score of this game

The rest of the May

was

11 to 6.

games have not yet been played at this writing:

Schedule for the June games:
Saturday, June 1, with Castalia Club of Columbus,

Ohio.

Saturday, June 8, with Wittenberg University, of Springfield, Ohio.
The

“Dayton Night” crowing

fund

and

that

up

was

started

to the

on: “Dayton

present,

cash

Night”

from

is still

all sources

amounts to $74.05.
We are unable to give a final report
as yet, as several Alumni have not settled for tickets. With the proceeds
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of the Alumni Game, as mentioned before, a large divan is to be purchased.
The Chicago Alumni are anxiously awaiting results, for should Dayton
succeed

in overtaking

them,

they

expect

to be again

lead before

in the

Commencement Day.
C.

STOECKLEIN,

’08.

SMILETS

Curcaco B. B. B.—“Enclosed please find one dodllar for a year’s subscription to THE Exponent.

I am delighted to renew my subscription to

your magazine, I have found it so very interesting as it keeps up those
“chummy”

feelings

for the old school.

Wishing

the college

and its up-

to-date periodical all possible success, and with kindest regards to
old teachers and friends, I am, yours very truly,
“JoHN

M. BurGMErMER,

’02.”—S.

°96.—The Gem City is out for a “Bigger and Better Dayton.”
feature is the Good Government Club of which our Witi1am

all my

One new

L. Wiss, ’96,

is the Recording Secretary. We hope the latter will make good and we send
him our best wishes. William is one of the Alumni whose photos are
still missing.
We hope that he will soon overcome his bashfulness in
having his picture taken so that it may fill a long-felt want.
OLIVER

SMITH, 709.

“Pree Ripe.”—Frank Klauk, ’83, of Chicago, proprietor of one of the
most up-to-date livery stables in the Windy City, has recently communicated with the Alumni Editor. Frank is anxious to hear from Old Classmates.
He mentions especially, Curtis Drouillard, of Erie, Michigan,
and Jerry Cronin, of Ironton, Ohio:
He has not forgotten the good
days he spent at Old St. Mary’s. Old Boys on visiting the great city will
be welcome to a free carriage ride about the gorgeous parks and boulevards.
S.
Wittram H. Sanper, 796, holds a lucrative position with the Dayton
Ice Manufacturing and Cold Storage Company.
We were glad to hear
of his recent neat donation to the Alumni Hall Fund.
M. D.
Honorary MEmMBERSHIP.—One of the latest welcomed into the Alumni
Association is JoHN B. Forster, 764, of Forster, Hegman & Company,

Dayton.

Well be glad to have some more ride the Alumni’s goat.

Au Revorr.—Barney

R.

8S. KrrcHNeErR, 702, then of Cleveland, now of New

York City, in sending “his” towards Alumni Hall, tells us that he is
going abroad in July, and will not be back till late in fall. Sorry you
can’t be with us on June 18, Barney.

*91—Henry C. Pieper,

R.

91, then of Avilla, Indiana, is teaching school in

Nueva Caceres, Philippine Islands.
This is his fourth year there and he
still likes it. The Filipinos must be good scholars.
R.

.

814

THE

Peru,

InpIANA,

to hear of John

S.

M.

*73.—JosEPH

J. Krentzer
:

from

I.

EXPONENT

J. PATER,

777, of Hamilton,

the historic Peru

would

in the Hoosier

like
State.
A.

THE First Hour.—Robert J. Cresap who entered the Institute in 1853
has ever since 1861 been engagedin a Real Estate and Loan Agency.
Any
of the Old Boys desiring a fine location should call on him at the St. Paul’s
Building, Cincinnati.
A.
“A

Goop Worp.”—“What

could the former students do for S. M. I.?”

“Try to increase the attendance by saying a good word for her.’”—Michael
J. Coughlin, ’74, then of Tolona, now of Champaign, Illinois.

A.

“JupGE” PowrErs.—GeEorGE S. Powers of the class of 1893, then of
Escanaba, Michigan, is, according to the latest, received by his classmate,

Tom CoucHuin, practicing law at Crystal Falls, Michigan.

In answer to

an invitation to attend the big Alumni rally on June 18, he replied that
he anticipates leaving on or about June 1 for Mexico, where he intends to

spend the summer.
personally.

We would be much pleased to hear from the “Judge”
Hi:

“DELIGHTED.”—The best advertisement of the Institute is a personal
visit. “I never knew St. Mary’s was such a beautiful place,” is the universal
verdict of all visitors. To increase the number of “Old Boys” in the great
Institute Family, send her “New Boys.”
Send your friends with a note of
introduction, or, better, come with them.
S.
°75.—John Link, ’75, then of Galion, now of Crestline, Ohio, would like

to hear-of his old chums,

Frank Burkhardt,

Santiago,

Costello, from “Across the River” in Dayton; Charles
nati; and Charles and Edward Schwabe, Cleveland.

California; John
Froehlich,

CincinA.

°69.—Martin J. Clements, *69, of Uniontown, Kentucky, wants news of
Joseph Stanley, Steubenville, and of William Sherly, Columbus, Ohio.
A.

°98.—A. Cleves Symmes, then of Cincinnati, is enjoying the perfection of
connubial bliss at Atlanta, Georgia.
A.
SmiLeT.—Have

you read the word correctly?

Of course in the Smilets

we always try to tell you something pleasant. We usually have only pleasant things to say. 8S. M. I. lets are curt paragraphs on the many little
things that go to make up the great story of life.

R.

Unirep We Stanp.—“What could S. M. I. do for her former students ?”
“Band them into associations such as the one that has recently been started
‘in Cincinnati.—Clair W. Bower, ’98.”
A.
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could the former students of S. M. I. do for their

Alma Mater?” “Promote the interest and future destiny of the Institute.
—C. W. Bower, 98, Wyoming, Ohio.”
en I
°02.—BERNARD

Fockk, JR., 02, in enclosing a subscription to his college

paper speaks of it as “your delightful Exponent of all that is agreeable in
the past and present life of the Institute.” Some time after leaving St.
Mary’s, Bernard took up the study of law at Georgetown University, where

‘he was class treasurer for the past term.
°73.—“Enclosed please find two dollars to subscribe for the EXPONENT.
I am pleased to be enrolled as a member of the Exponent family.” So
writes J. J. Freiburger..
Joe, who registered in 1873, is still at the old
home in Fort Wayne, Indiana, ‘where he conducts an extensive hardware

business.
ware,

He will be pleased to accommodate any Old Boy wanting hard-

cutlery,

tin and

iron

roofing,

spouting,

furnaces,

ar anything

else

‘in his line.
:
R U 1?—Every Old Boy should induce every other Old Boy and his
friends to take the X po. and read the Alumni Notes. We want every one
of the 5,000 to join the Exponent family.
R.
*98.—Jos.

G. Weser, then of Cincinnati, now of Portsmouth, is anxious

to hear of his old chum Jack Hayes (Dunkirk, Indiana) of the same
class, who owes him two “answers.” We are in the same boat. Jack owes
us about ten “answers” and his photo.
R.
: WetcomE.—Henry and Gustave Schmitt, among the leading undertakers
of the Queen City, expect to visit their Alma Mater in May or June.

CoNGRATULATIONS,

NED.—“May

“After

of experience

ten months

8, 1907.
as an engineer

for the Northwestern

Elevated Company of Chicago, I took the U. S. Civil Service Examination
as construction engineer, and passed with an average of 91 per cent.
expect to receive an appointment in the near future.
“J Epw. Gruss, 704.”

I

D.
A QuEstIoNn ?—Do you know of any good young man or boy to whom we

could send some S. M. I. literature:
Exponent, Album, Year Book, Catalogue, Calendar, with the object of inducing him to attend?
July and

August are the months to whoop them up.

8.

Tat Puoro.—The Alumni Editor is just in receipt of a most interesting
letter from JosrpH

B. Stace,

’86, of Cincinnati,

accompaning

which he

sends his photo, which has been patiently awaited for a long time, but as Joe

expresses it, “Better late than never,” and truly, so it is. The Cincinnatians
are all rather “slow,” Joe admits, but when they get started once there ’s

“something doing.” Joe believes they ’re started now, and predicts great
things for the future.
S.

THE
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Hustiers.—The Columbus committee on organization is taking energetic steps to land all “Old Boys” at St. Mary’s next Commencement Day.

Arthur Zang, captain of the boosters, is from all reports certainly “doing

things.”
CLass

oF

1887.—Wanted,

news

of THomas-J.

Conway,

of

’87, then

Santa Rosa, Cal., but he disappeared from the sight of his ever-watchful
Find him by all
Alma Mater and now nobody knows his whereabouts.
means

before

D.

Commencement.

Hon. JosepH J. Pater, 777, father of two of our graduates, has delivered,
at two recent dates, very successful lectures, one on the situation of the
Catholic Church in France, the other on “God, the Evolutionist,” to prove,
It is rumored that
from natural sciences, the existence of a creative God.
Joé will be heard at the Institute in the near future, and those who know,
D.
expect a treat of the highest order.

Wanrep !—Names- and addresses of all Old Boys not in touch with their
Alma Mater. Yours gratefully,
The Alumni Editor.
S.
_-

1885.—Michael

Zuber is still well in Chicago, where he is doing a

fine

undertaking business and finds time to chat over the old college days with
his chum, Frank Klauk, one of his neighbors.

Greeting THEIR O~p TreacHers.—A large number of Alumni avail
themselves of the gathering of the Brothers for the annual retreat, in order
to meet their former teachers

and talk over the old times.

It is on the

last Sunday of July that the event usually takes place, and we know that
this year
that day.

again the faces of many old acquaintances will brighten
Honor to those who do not forget their benefactors.

up on
H.

THE

“ALUMNI

C, Stocklein,

708, F.

i

NOTES”

Hackman,

ALUMNI

’08,

STAFF,

H, Ansbury,

EDITOR

’08,

of

1906-1907

D. Moran,

’07,

1906-1907

On Saturday, May 11, he paid his
the Sanctum, where he met the
asked

him

to

leave a picture

took

workshop,

time,

and

this

’07

seen

Exponenr

of his

a few

has

Regan,

his

last official
good

course the Old Boys’ friend had to say
to his habits, for once

A

“yes,”

minutes

by special

artist,

face there.
and,
rest

day.

visit

to

who
Of

contrary
in

his old

arrangement

with

President Ase of the Alumni, in the Chicago Davenport, which has taken
refuge in the Sanctum while
nished.

Alumni

Hall

is being

decorated

and

Arthur A. Regan and Daniel J. Moran are going to join

Boys with the graduating class

of this

year.

The

remaining

fur-

the

Old

three

will

tarry one more year, faithful to their arduous duties, and will be joined by
Oliver Smith, ’09, and by
Yours truly,
M. A. Daugherty, ’09

CONOVER
Corner

of Main

BUILDING
and Third

Streets

Better settle your accounts with Treasurer OrENDorRF before calling at the
Institute on June 18. Your conscience will be lighter and your wallet too.
fell the elevator boy, you want to go to 1004,

this

time left, just go up on top of the thirteenth story
panorama.

building.

If you

have

and view the splendid
M. A. Daugherty, 09
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HIGHEST

HONORS

Collegiate

FOR

APRIL.

Department.

;

Senior Letters
Charles Whalen, 93; Rex Emerick,
Junior Letters
Harry Ansburg, 98; William P. O’Connor,
Sophomore Letters
Ferdinand Koch, 92; Michael Daugherty,
Freshman Letters .......... Ralph Wollenhaupt, 95; Fred Grundtisch,
Senior Science
Daniel Moran, 96; John Zuber,

Junior Science

Sophomore Science
Freshman Science

.........Joseph
Business

Frank Kemper, 98; John Jacoby, 97

Seidensticker, 95; Walter Steuer, 90
Hans Amann, 96; Fred Dister, 96

Department.

Duss Vi ia
es Charles O’Brien; 93; William H. O’Connor,
panincee hee
eee Pe _..-Bernard Whelan, 91; Paul Scheiber,
High

93
90

School.

Ignatius Hart, 95; Ray Pulskamp,

94

.- William Howe, 95; Mathias Kemper,
Joseph Burgmeier, 96; Edward Hunkeler,
Robert Gray, 96; Harry Kampp,

94
96
95

Preparatory

Eighth Grade
Seventh Grade
Sixt Grade Ae.
issn Grade i.)

92
97
90
92
93

Department.

Edwin Bradmiller, 95; Walter Zuber,
Edward Ernstes, 97; Theodore Ducoing,
2ioc.% foun 235 George Merkling, 96; Florenz Krumm,
ots ee Alex. Riquelme, 96; Walter Reitemeier,

94
96
94
94

_ CHRONICLE.
The beautiful month of May has come again and with it pleasant changes

at College.

In the Park the large white vases, which

in the long winter

months looked so dreary and even sepulchral, are now filled with fragrant
flowers. In the orchards, the fruit trees, in full bloom, announce abundant
crops for autumn.

The crystal waters of the lake are once more alive with

gold and silver fishes, whilst the bathing pool is tempting the lads with its
clear, but still too chilling water. The invigorating game of baseball rules
supreme on the campus, and will rule there till happy June 18.
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Hiss at S.M.I.
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3, we had the pleasure of partaking in

the general reception tendered the Very Rev. Joseph Hiss,
Superior General of the Society of Mary, on his arrival

at. Dayton, by the inmates of St. Mary’s Convent and St. Mary’s Institute.
The boarding students alone participated as the Very Reverend Visitor
arrived at 5:00 p.m., after the departure of the day students. The 8. M. I.

Band escorted the carriage of the Father General from the park-entrance
to the chapel door, where a speech of welcome was delivered by Very Rey.
Joseph Weekesser, Provincial of the Order.
Very Rev. Father Hiss responded briefly, and then, all. present having entered the chapel, he gave
the Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.

On May

5, the Reverend Visitor presided over the solemn

attending First Holy Communion at the Institute.
membered by all those among our comrades who

ceremonies

The fact will be rewere so happy as to

receive the Bread of Angels for the first time from so illustrious a person.
Very

Rev.

Father

Hiss

remained

in Dayton

till May

14, to rest a few

days. At present he is engaged in visiting the establishment conducted by
the Brothers in the Southwest, but expects to be back in Dayton early in
the month of June.
He desires to pass the last weeks of the school-year
in our midst and to preside over our Commencement Exercises.

General reception tendered Very Rev. Joseph Hiss, on his arrival at S. M.

1., May

3

THE

Reception

Ten-

dered Father
Hiss

S. M.
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A very hearty special reception of welcome was extended

+o the Very Reverend Superior General by the Institute
family alone, namely, the Faculty and all the students of

St. Mary’s.
The reception took place in the Institute “Gym,” which had
been hastily, but tastily decorated for the occasion by the boys of the
Sophomore class.
Very Rev. Father Hiss, accompanied by Very Rev. Joseph Weckesser
and the Reverend President of the Institute, entered the Hall amidst the
cheers of all the students and the lively strains of the Institute March,
played by the S. M. I. Band.
The welcoming speech was delivered by William Mahoney, 07.
Father
Hiss responded in English by thanking all for the greetings extended to

him, and expressing himself as highly pleased with all he saw so far of
the works of the Order in the States. In conclusion he granted a free
afternoon; the announcement of this favor provoked lusty cheering. The
free afternoon was enjoyed by all on Friday, May 10.
The Band executed a fine program in the course of the reception.
On Sunday, April 28, a number of the First Division
Students journeyed to the new Y. M. C. A. to hear Secretary Taft’s address in connection with the corner-stone
of that building, situated corner Ludlow and Third streets.
He

Secretary Taft
laying

was heartily applauded by a vast multitude of Dayton’s most loyal citizens,
but whether his eloquent speech will have any effect upon the future
voters at, the Institute, in the 1908 elections, will be seen in due time.
It was

Circus

fortunate for

us that

the

Barnum

and

Bailey

Circus showed up here on May 19, or else we would have’
missed

a rare treat.

The acrobatic feats, and the dare-devil looping-the-loop attracted the
attention of all, and some of the stunts performed by the clowns are now
being practiced by the “young tots” on the college campus.
laddies, for the clown’s life is a life of knocks and bumps.
“Although

Il. Division

the rain

poured

down

heavily

Take
on April

care,
25,

unusual activity reigned in our club room. Our Division
Band, which had achieved such fame during the basket-

ball season, poured

forth strain after strain of beautiful

music.

Rounds

of applause were given the artists after each selection, and when they
finally ceased with the heart-touching piece of “Home, Sweet Home,” many
a sad face was to be seen. We hope our musicians will enliven many
another afternoon before commencement day sets in.”
“On

If. Division
visited

Thursday

afternoon,

April 18, we went to inspect

the William Focke Sons & Co. Packing-House. We were
shown the entire plant. After viewing the live stock, we

successively

the

slaughtering,

dressing,

and

cold-storage

depart-
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department

interested the boys most.

After

our visit the firm kindly offered us a lunch of hot wieners and rye bread.
What struck us particularly in the plant was the extreme cleanliness
that reigned everywhere, making of the Focke establishment a “Model
Packing-House.”

INSPECTING THE DAYTON FIRE DEPARTMENT. —The half holiday granted
_ by the Very Rev. Father Hiss was very profitably spent by us in visiting
the four principal houses of the Dayton Fire Department.
Everywhere
we were courteously received and through the kindness of the captain

of each house, were shown the alarm system, the working of the apparatus,
the engines, chemical wagon, etc. Finally a practical illustration of the
wonderful

dispatch, with which the alarms are answered, was given.

The

afternoon was an enjoyable one for us.
Bic May Watk.—On May 1, our Division felt like tramping and walked
all the way to West Carrolton, a distance of seven and a half miles, making

a total of fifteen miles to and fro.

On our return we followed the Cin-

cinnati Pike, and the scenery was certainly grand.
The boys were pretty
stiff the next day, but were assured that it was good for their health, a

statement which the lads were slow to believe.

Many are still incredulous

on this point.
From

IV. Division

the

very

extensive

chronicle

of the

Fourth

Di-

yision we glean the following items:

“Cuan Facrory.—On Thursday, April 18, led by our
comrade, Waldron Burkhardt, we went to the chair factory of the Stomps,
Burkhardt Co. There, through the kindness of Mr. Richard Burkhardt, Jr.,

we were first shown the famous adding-machine.
machine

shops,

where

eighteen

machines

shaving department was our next stop.

are

Then we passed to the
in

constant

action.

The

What must the employees have

thought when they saw us little shavers coming into the shaving room, but

no shave was in store for us.

The packing and polishing departments, as

well as the automatic sander were then seen.
We wish to extend our
cordial thanks to Mr. Burkhardt for his kindness, and the trouble he took

to show us the establishment.”
“Davis SEwinc Macuine Co.—Although the weather man was very
unkind to us on April 25, we nevertheless visited the Davis Sewing
Machine Works. There we were welcomed by the manager who escorted
us through the entire plant.
He told us that they had an output of
700 machines daily, and the day before our arrival received an order for
30,000 bicycles to be made and delivered in three years. We thought these

figures exaggerated at first, but after viewing the plant no doubt was left
in our minds.
When we get home on June 18, we will advise our mamma
to buy a Davis sewing-machine, and we’ll tell papa to buy for us a Davis

bicycle, and we are sure that both machines will prove satisfactory.”

THE
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Dayron.—‘Jimmy’
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Madigan,

our

great

sportsman,

witnessed the game between Cleveland and Dayton on April 21, and on ~
returning to the Institute said that Dayton was easy pickin’ for the ‘Blue
Birds...
Maybe M. K. will not feel inclined
but we think Jimmy ought to know.”
On

Visitors
of S. M. I.

Wednesday,

May

3: Rev.

former

1, Rev.

endorse

Father

this.

assertion,

Benedict

Hanley,

C. P. of Louisville, paid us a short visit. He was shown
about the buildings and on leaving was loud in his praises
Father Benedict was at the time conducting a Retreat for the

young ladies of St. Joseph’s Parish.
Two other prominent visitors were

May

to

Godfrey

President

Schlachter,

at S. M.

S., an

College, Renselaer,

Old
and

Boy

I. on

Friday,

of 59,

and

Father

Shirack,

Chaplain of St. Joseph’s Orphan Asylum, Dayton; Ohio.
’ Rev. Father Flavian, O. F. M. of Cincinnati, accompanied

.
by Rev.

Vincent
May 6.

of St. Joseph’s

entertained

C. PP.

Trost, O. F. M. of Louisville, spent a few hours in our midst on
Father Flavian is well remembered at the Institute by all, as he

directed our annual retreat in September, 1905.

Father Vincent came to

see his old teacher, Brother Anthony Bolte, retired in St. Mary’s Convent.
Both are conducting a two weeks’ mission in Holy Rosary Parish.

Obituary

We regret to announce the death
devoted wife of Mr. F. Henry Walter,

of Mrs. Walter,
who passed from

this life on Thursday, April 25. The Faculty and students
extend to him their deepest sympathy.
His son Wilfried is at present
attending the college.
The Freshman Science Class, as a mark of respect

for their bereaved classmate, had three masses said for the repose of his
mother’s

soul.—R.

I. P.

JOSEPH

RELIGIOUS

C. SEIDENSTICKER,

709.

NOTES.

Forty Hours’
Forty Hours’ Devotion began in the Institute Chapel
Devotion = April 28, and closed April 30. Visits were paid to the
Blessed

during these three days.
sive.

Sacrament

by the students

of the various

classes

The closing ceremonies were particularly impres-

The Sanctuary was one glow of lights, and the Altar was tastefully

decorated with flowers and tapers, but the piety of the adorers must have
pleased the Divine Host of the Tabernacle more than all the ornamental
splendor, and certainly drew many graces down upon

May Procession

the Institute.

According to the annual custom at St. Mary’s, the
month of May was ushered in with beautiful and impressive ceremonies, by a procession in honor of our Heavenly

Queen, the Patroness of the Institute.

After Mass, on Wednesday,

May

1,

.
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the procession proceeded from the chapel, the students and the Faculty

Between the Divisions were carried banners by the officers
taking part.
It
of the Day-scholars Sodalities, and statues by the boarding students.
was a beautiful sight to behold the long line of devout servants of Mary

winding about the verdant lawns of the Institute Park, till they reached
the

graceful

Madonna

at

the

There

entrance.

they

sang

a hymn

to

Our Blessed Lady, accompanied by the harmonious strains of the 8S. M. I.
Reverend

The

Band.

President

of the Institute spoke eloquently

of the

tender love which we owe our parents, and of the necessity of fostering in
our hearts a true devotion to our Blessed Mother and Heavenly Advocate
and

recalled

of Mary.

to mind

the

rewards

to a sincere,

promised

devout

A faithful servant of Mary shall never perish.

servant

Following the

address the procession continued its march back to the chapel, the students
The picturesqueness of the procession was enhanced
reciting the rosary.

by the regalia worn by the officers of Sodalities, the Sodality badges worn
by all the Sodalists, and the Institute colors which floated everywhere in
the bracing morning air. The ceremony was concluded by the Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament in the Institute Chapel.
First Holy Communion

Sunday,
proper to
Academic

May 5, witnessed the celebration of a feast
our little comrades of the Preparatory and
classes, for twenty-eight of our dear little

friends received their first Holy
which

began

on May

Communion.

2, was conducted

The preparatory

by Father Venantius

Retreat,

Stephan,

O.

F. M. of Cincinnati, who during three days prepared our little comrades
for the great act.
A typical May
while the warm morning air was

day added to the beauty of ‘the feast,
perfumed by nature’s incense, wafted

from censers of the flowers that swung in the breeze beneath the glorious
sunshine.

The

First

Communicants

were

escorted

processionally

by the

Altar boys and the clergy from the entrance of St. Mary’s Hall to the
chapel amidst the strains of the 8S. M. I. Band, and the ringing of the
bells.
At eight o’clock a Solemn High Mass was celebrated by Very
Reverend Joseph Hiss, Superior General of the Society of Mary, assisted

by the Reverend President as deacon and Rev. Joseph C. Ei as subdeacon.
There in the midst of flowers and lights surrounded by parents, teachers, —
and friends, with fervent desire and ardent love these youthful souls were
united
one of
chapel
to the

in intimate communion with their Divine Master, and experienced
the happiest moments of their lives.
After the services in the
the First Communicants, their parents, and friends were escorted
dining room in Chaminade Hall where a bountiful breakfast was

served to all. During the breakfast the S. M. I. Band rendered a select °
program in perfect harmony with the joy that filled all hearts on the
occasion.
The afternoon services were no hae impressive than those in the morning.

The Solemn Consecration to the Blessed Virgin, and the renewal of Bap-

THE
tismal

Vows

followd

the

S. M.

eloquent
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address

of
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the

Rev.

Missioner.

The

S. M. C. choir sang both morning and afternoon; the music was well
rendered, and all the choir merit fully the gratitude we desire to express.
to them.
Holy Name

The

Society

general

meeting of the officers of the Holy

Society was held on Saturday,

April

27.

The

Name

meeting was

opened as usual by the renewal of the pledge. The retirement of the Secretary, Mr. Zengerle, necessitated the election of a new
Secretary. Mr. Regan was chosen for this office. The Reverend President
gave a short address suggesting means which might serve to eliminate
more and more blasphemous and immodest language.
He also spoke of

means to be employed for extending more and more the te

of the

Society.

In the course of the month of June the great annual closing rally of
the Holy Name Society will be held, and the service of some prominent
layman

will be secured,
The

Peter’s Pence

as speaker
amount

for the occasion.

collected

for

Peter’s

Pence

during

the

month of April was $25.82. The highest average belongs
to the Sophomore Letters class, 14 cents. In the High

School the Second Year leads with an average of 9 cents, whilst the lads
of the seventh grade have not as yet been dethroned, for their average
of 11 cents is the highest of the Preparatory Department.
We fear that

the. praise which we gave one class last month, for having found and
struck hard the generous chord in ‘their hearts, has broken or well nigh
broken

that

praise.

chord,

and

we

almost

regret

having

been

too

lavish in our

There’s a chance to repair during June.

JoHNn Monnie, 708.
LITERARY

Senior-Junior
Debate

NOTES.

(Qn April 18 an interesting debate took place between
the Senior and Junior classes. The following is an extract

from a Dayton paper:
“Last evening the Senior and
Junior classes of St. Mary’s Institute met to test their respective oratorical

powers.

The question was:

maintain

a standing

“Resolved, that the United States should not

army.”

‘The affirmative was upheld

by the Juniors

in the persons of Messrs. John Castello and Frank Carrig, the negative
by Messrs. Arthur Regan and Paul Wenigman, the quick-witted- exponents —
of Senior acumen.

When

the decision was awarded to the Juniors, there

was great rejoicing and in its midst John Castello and Frank Carrig were
borne aloft on the shoulders of their fellow students who made

Hall resound with cheers and college yells.”

Chaminade
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Sophomore
Circle

The Sophomore

Circle held its last meeting on May 3,

1907.
Humorous recitations by
Seidensticker and Joseph Pflaum

Charles Hayes, Joseph
were a source of much

merriment.
A selection entitled, “William Tell Among the Mountains,”
was well rendered by Edward Janszen.
A paper on “Electricity,” by
Walter

Steuer,

was

heartily

appreciated.

The

famous

scientist

Blaise

Pascal was the subject of an interesting paper by Ferdinand Koch. The
subject of debate was: “Resolved, that Emigration Should Be Restricted.”
The affirmative was successfully upheld by Herbert
Anderton against Oliver Smith and John Georges.

Whalen and Harry
This was the final

meeting of the Sophomore Circle.
Sophomore

Oracle

The

Sophomores

have

issued

two

interesting

numbers

of the Oracle, one in April, the other on May

8.

The

Editorials on May by F. Canny and H. Whalen are good
though the style of the former is perhaps too florid. “Political Graft” by

H. Whalen clearly exposes the corruptness of politics and the means that
are being employed to remedy it. In “Bob Hillard,” a story by J. Pflaum,
the author portrays a touching scene during the Philippine War.
The wit
of the class in these two numbers has found expression in well-turned,

comic poems some of which have encountered the approving eye of the
Joke Editor of the EXPONENT.
The Editorial Department of the second issue was greatly weakened,
owing to the absence of our able Editor-in-Chief, F. Canny. The Literary
Department was replete with good stories of which that of Herbert Whalen
takes the lead. The story, “A Quilting Bee,’ by J. Georges, was favorably
' commented upon
exceptions, good.
Freshman

by

the

class.

The

“Volo ergo Valeo”

Chronicle

hy the Letters
paper

was

a

poetry

Vacation

was,

with

few

truly expresses the spirit manifested

Class of 10.
great

on

success.

The last number
The

first

of their

editorial

by

F.

Grundtisch treats of the utility of class and college journals. V. Vail’s
editorial on the Panama Canal was well written. In the Literary Department,

F.

Schumacher’s

story, “How

Pat

Celebrated

His

Names

Day”

is

good. An essay “How to Achieve Success,” by L. Wissel, teems with helpful suggestions, but sounds somewhat sermonlike. We are pleased to note
many small poems of which that on “Vacation” by F. Grundtisch is best.
The Class History by J. O’Connell is a fitting end to this excellent number.
Freshman

Record

The

last

number

of

the

Freshman

Record

does

not

quite uphold the excellent reputation of the Freshmen’s
journal, as least in the Literary Department. The stories

are rather poor because they have little or no plot, the one exception being

THE

the

story

“Tommy’s

S. M.

Revenge”

by

I. EXPONENT

F.

Wendling.

The

Editorials

by

W.

Youngman and several scientific essays are good. During the reading of
the different sections of the paper choice scenes from Julius Cesar were
rendered

by members

The Gem

of the class.

The wide-awake lads of the Second Year High School
have produced two new numbers of their interesting paper.

The Editorials of
number “The Autobiography of a
tion. A close second is R. Meyers
the second number, J. Burgmeier’s

both numbers are good.
In the first
Tree,” by Francis Miltner, merits menwith his story “A Happy Easter.”
In
story “Saved by Their Prayers” is good.

These industrious lads intend to-make their May number a real gem.

Photo by E. Mack, ’13
““Gem"” officers at rest in the park after issuing the May

MUSICAL

S. M. I. Band

number

NOTES

The Band furnished the music for the May procession.
(wing to the inclemency of the weather the members did
not appear in full uniform as was expected.

First Communion Day was a gala one for the Band. For the first time
the members appeared in full uniform consisting of white duck pants, a
blue coat and cap. During the breakfast of the Communicants the band
rendered the most suecessful concert of the season. The program was -as
follows:

1.
2.

March, “The Man in Uniform”
Overture, “Sincerity”

3.

Ascher’s

4.

Cornet Solo, “In Days To Be”

German

Medley

Waltz
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5. Song and Dance, “Strolling”
Sterling
6.
Serenade, “Sweet Memories”
Mackie-Beyer
ney
SM”?
M. Lurtz
The Band is preparing for the open air concerts which will soon begin.
An improvement to the Band room is the addition of handsome lockers
for the uniforms.

S. M. I.
Orchestra

The Student’s Orchestra furnished the music for the
reception of the Superior General on May 7. The program consisted of “Ida-ho,” “Reception Overture,’ and

“In

File.”

Rank

and

St. Mary’s

may

well

be proud

of her

Orchestra;

in fact, many prefer its gentle music to that of the 8S. M. I. Band.
hope to hear the Orchestra

The S. M.

again before June 18.
JoHN P. Grorass,

I. Band on First Communion

CONTRIBUTORS

Day,

May

We

JR., 09.

5

TO THE MUSEUM

Mr. Eugene Fischer, Chicago, III.
Mr. Alvin J. Finke, Dayton, O.
Mr. R. Martinez de Castro, Mexico City.
Miss Catherine A. Lynch, Washington, D. C.
Mr. James O’Donnell, Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
Brothers

of St. James’

School,

San

Francisco,

Cal.

Brother Henry Oldendick, San Antonio, Texas.
The following students: Dudley Hall, Norwalk,
Toledo, Ohio; Thomas Macklin, Columbus,
_ land, Ohio; Walter Zuber, Columbus, Ohio.

Ohio;

Ohio; Albert Kranz,

James

Madigan,

Cleve-

a

BIRDSEYE

VIEW
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(Resident

ATHLETIC

Students)

ASSOCIATION

The final chapter in the greatest history of athletics at St. Mary’s was
closed on Ascension Thursday with the awarding of the monogram and
sweater to the Gridiron and Basket Ball heroes.
Sweaters and monogram
were presented to Messrs. Schoen, Hilgerink, Emerick, Wenigman, Rossenback, Carrig, Smith, Kroemer, Pierce, and McDonald.
Owing to some
of the athletes not participating in sufficient games to merit the monogram, sweaters alone were presented to them.
Messrs Martin and Castello
accordingly received sweaters.
As a remembrance of the unparalleled

basket ball season medals commemorative
to the members of the team, Messrs
back, and Pflaum.

of the victories were presented

Schoen, Hilgerink, Mahoney,

Rossen-

BASEBALL

S. M. L-2,
Nationals-1_—_

In a stubbornly fought game undecided until the end
of the ninth inning, St. Mary’s beat the Dayton Nationals

on April 20.
Despite the coolness of the day, a large
audience of enthusiastic rooters from Dayton and surrounding towns wit-

nessed our Boys in Blue open the season with a victory.

Rex Emerick in

the new réle of pitcher made a very favorable showing: he held the hardslugging Nationals to four scratch hits, struck out eleven men, and at
crucial times used head work with great success.
Martin behind the bat

gave a fine exhibition of all around good work. His début put to rest all
the surmises regarding the successor of Emerick. The infield was peerless,
in fact, it is thought that the Central League “Vets” could not have done
better.

Solimano,

Wissel,

and

Sullivan

showed

up

well

in the

outfield,

killing any chances the Nationals had of scoring on balls knocked into their
territory.

Fred

Bradmiller;

the

twirler

for

the

Nationals,

graduates

at

St. Mary’s this year, so he received a good-natured chaffing from his schoolmates.
Although indisposed, Mr. Joe Murphy, of vocal fame, gave an
exhibition of umpiring
conscientious work.

that

eclipsed

any

of

Charley

Rigler’s

exact

and

Time,

1 hour, 40 minutes.

Balls off Bradmiller,
by Emerick, 11.

S. M. I.-12,
Cedarville-0

Umpire,

1; off Emerick,

4.
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First Base on
Bradmiller,

8;

From the Dayton Journal of April 29, 1907:
“St. Mary’s jumped on Cedarville with both feet and
idministered an unmerciful beating. From start to finish

it was 8. M. I’s game.

Frank Morris, who officiated on the rubber for St.

Mary’s, held the opponents safe all the way. At no time did they threathen
to score. Three singles were all they secured and fast fielding on the part
of St. Mary’s strong infield blasted all their hopes. The batting practice
indulged in by St. Mary’s under the direction of Captain Hilgerink netted
brilliant results. Although Estle is a pitcher of some fame the:S. M. I.
lads drew a

string of thirteen swats from him, one a homer by Wissel, a

three sacker by Hilgerink, and doubles by Schoen and Walsh.
Emerick
assumed his old position as catcher, and steadied Morris at all stages of
the game.”

Score:
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S. M. E-11,
Antioch-6
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From the Dayton Journal, May 13, 1907:
“Antioch met with a decisive defeat at the hands of St.

Mary’s. Emerick, the 8. M. I. twirler, was a Chinese puzzle, which Antioch was unable to solve.
Four bingles combined with four
juicy errors, contributed by St. Mary’s, netted Antioch six runs. But in the
meanwhile St. Mary’s piled up eleven tallies and the game was snugly
tucked away in the archives.
Estle, who succeeded Corry in the box for
Antioch, performed a little stunt in the seventh, holding a post-mortem on
three successive batters.”
Score:

Rezo.
MBUOCNS SAG
il ss -104000001—6
4 38
ib EY Besse shes 20440001x—11
7 4

Bases on Balls—Off Emeric k,°5;
Emerick, 6; by Estle, 4; by Corry, 3.

off Corry, 2.
Struck Out—By
Umpire—Frank Carrig.
PavuL WENIGMAN,

SECOND

DIVISION

707.

(Resident Students) .

Il. Division
The league opened on April 19, 1907, the opposing
Baseball —_ teams being the Garnets and the Emeralds.
The contest
_ League
was won by the Emeralds by the score of 9-4. Up to date,
the official standing is as follows:
Pearls (P. O'Neil, captain)....
Emeralds (J. Mahoney, captain).
Garnets (F. Hackman, captain).

Played
10
11
11

Won
8
5
3

Lost
2
6
8

P.C.
800
455
273

The hitting has been light, owing to the masterly twirling of such men
as Topmoeller and O’Neill.
At the present writing the leading batsmen
are Linehan and Mahoney, with Scheiber and Schad close behind.
The prospects for a representative team are very bright and we hope
to keep up the good record made by the Juniors of last year.
Games have

been scheduled with the second team Seniors, and many other fast aggregations.
F. Hackman, 08.
THIRD DIVISION (Resident Students)
Il. Division
Baseball in the Third Division is now on in full blast.
League

About nine league games have been played up to date,
and every one was a nip and tuck struggle for victory. In

Class A the Sprinters, under Captain Sullivan, are still in the lead, having
seven games to their credit and but two defeats. Their good showing is
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ool

due chiefly to the pitching of E. Harpring, who seems to have the
“Hustlers” at his mercy. In Class B the teams are very evenly matched,
At present the
first one team being in the lead and then the other.
Rattlers are ahead, having the average 556.
Last week a representative team was chosen from each class, but the
positions are as yet not definitely filled. We are confident this year of
putting in the field as strong a team as ever graced the diamond of the

Third Division.
The

following is the official standing
Class

A

May
Won

Sprinters
Hustlers
Class
Rattlers
Busters

7, 1907:
Lost

778
222

Lost
4
5

Per Cent.
556
444

;
B

|

Won

Per Cent.

2
Y

On Thursday, May 16, the III. Division Resident Stu- .
dents defeated the I. Division Day-Scholars by the score

Til. Div.-7,
I. Div.-0

of %-0.

That

the Day-Scholars

were handed a

string of

goose eggs was due chiefly to the fine pitching of E. Harpring, who did

not allow a single hit, and to the sensational fielding of the whole III.
The Boarders secured three clean hits off McKenney,
DIVISION TEAM.
One of the hits was.a two-bagger, knocked by E.
who is a south-paw.

Sullivan.

The

III. DIVISION

there was the making

played gilt-edge ball and

of star players

among

them.

Here’s

showed

that

to the hope

that the III. DIVISION will prove to be victorious in her future games
and that every game will be played as well as the one of to-day was.
The following is the line-up:

III. DIV. RESIDENTS.
Frederick

;
Ienatius A. Hart, 711.

I. DIV. NON-RESIDENTS.

(Capt.)..... 2B........Decker

(Capt.)

THE

Struck out—Harpring
Harpring 2; off McKenny

Jacoby, Bradmiller.

S. M.

10;
2.

I. EXPONENT

McKenney 8.
First Base on
Hit by pitcher—Harping 2.

Scorer—Coakly.

Time of game—1

balls—Off
Umpire—

hour.

FOURTH DIVISION (Resident Students)
IV. Division
In none of the sports has such an interest been shown
League

as in.baseball.
The rivalry among the different teams is
waxing with each game played. The Barnacles headed the

League in the first part of the month, but the Tarantulas by steady advances

and

succeeded

in wresting

Zulus, in truly Alphonse

the first place from

and

Gaston

them.

The

style, show mutual

Bluebeards

deference

toward each other in respect to the last place.
A complete record: is kept
of all the plays made by each individual player.
A semi-monthly bulletin
is issued showing the standing of all the members of the League.
The
batting average is what interests the boys most, as some valuable prizes
hinge on the six best records.
The following are the most successful in
swatting the ball square on the nose, and of course head the batting list:
Player
Walter Reitemeier
Dudley Hall
Cyril Vandenbrock
Joseph Eylar
Albert Kranz

_

AB

1B 2B
Ot

C.

Representative
Team
of condition

3B HR Per Cent.
1 0
478
1 1
344
Oak
333
0 1
323
ees
276
VANDENBROCK, 715.

The Fourth Division Representative Team received and

accepted a challenge from St. Mary’s School of Dayton,
for May 9. The Fourth Division Team was in the pink
for a game, but was sadly disappointed on account of the

failure of the opposing team to put in an appearance on the grounds at
The Representative Team is composed of the folthe time agreed upon.
lowing members:
C. Vandenbrock (Capt.) p, J. Eylar c, E. Gross, 1st,
C. Rapp 2nd, D. Hall 3rd, M. Kuntz ss, T. Macklin r f, A. Kranz ec f,
W. Zuber 1 f. Subs.: Geo. Gonzalez, J. O’Brien, J. Madigan.

The standing of the Fourth Division Baseball League is:
Team
Won Lost Per Cent.
Tarantulas (C. Vandenbrock, Capt.).....
9
2
818
Barnacles (M. Kuntz, Capt.).........:.
Ge
545
Aplus (A: rans, Capicy 2s oe ee
4
7
364
Bluebeards (C. Rapp, Capt.)...........
35.58
273
W.

ZuBER,

715.

THE

What

S. M.

Even
LETTER

I. EXPONENT

the Wisest

TO

A COLLEGE

Relish

STUDENT

“My dearest Jack, I’ve just now heard,
You'll soon be coming home.
We’ve sowed the corn, the sheep ’ve been shorn,

The cows on pastures roam.
“Your pa and ma, and old E. ‘Haw,
They all are tol’rably well;
Your own pet calf—it makes
Is fat enough to sell.
“We've bought

me laugh—

some drugs, for ’tater bugs

Are startin’ to arrive.
When you come home, we’ll.make them roam,

There’ll not
“Miss Martha
"Bout you
If she could
But don’t

be one alive.
.
Jinkin got to thinkin’,
the other day.
dare, she’d write you there,
you e’er give way.

“She acts so nice, so be like ice
When she comes dallyin’ round.
Youw’re far too good, too great a dude;

Don’t e’er with her be found!
“My brain I rack, but news is slack,
~
My thumb begins to blister.
So I will close with love and a rose
From your own dear loving sister.”
—J.

GEorGEs,

’09.

wae

Get

on

to

that

figure-eight,

lash-the-whip,

snake-chamer’s

curve

of

Antioch’s pitcher?
ae
AFTER

THE

GAME

John: “Save your pennies, boys, to buy a first class cuspidor for the
world’s champion expectorator, seen in the Cedarville-S. M. I. game.”
Be
BALL-ING

Umpire:
Funny

THEM

OUT

“Ball three!”
Kid:

“That’s bawl-ing ’em out.”

THE
YE

S. M.

OLD

I. EXPONENT

MAN

OF

DAYTON

There was once an old man of Dayton
Who surely had gotten a skate on.
He fell at the gate
His wife on him sate—
*T was the last of ye olde man of Dayton.
—M.

A.

DAUGHERTY.

ae

Hard

luck, Paul, but such is life in a big city!
we
WOODEN

T. J.
game):
Kid:
T. G.,

JOKE

NO.

2

(to boy violently scraping feet on bleachers during Antioch-S. M. I.
“Cut it out, kid!”
“I’m getting my feet warm.”
710: “You don’t think you can scrape up enough wood to build a

fire, do you?”
And

the funny

boy promptly

recorded:

“Joke

No.

2; genus,

Wooden;

species, Freshman.”
ws

Ki. M. never ate fried eggs, but his brother did.

Ask the Seniors.

ae
GOOD

Smoke all of your cigar.
bleachers.”

ADVICE

Don’t let a good-sized “grasshopper” lie on the
ae

Who

said “Mc”

had

a new

sweater?
ae

THE

The

old

From

clock

sits a ticking

early, morn

Except when

CLASS-ROOM

CLOCK

there

till night,

oft by Johnny

G.

It’s wound a bit too tight.

It sits there grinning through the glass,
It has an ugly trait.
It snitches on the tardy ones

Who come a
The

little late.

boys all laugh and talk about

The late hours that it’s keeping.
It’s on the go both day and night,
And never’s caught a-sleeping.
—J.

CosTELLo,

’09.
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‘LEADERS

i

To-day

and

Our NEW

ever

will

be

FALL MODELS

COLLEGE
SMART
Now Ready.

ee.

BRAND

t

CLOTHES
Have

and be Convinced
the SMARTEST

a Look

They

i
‘

are

EVER

T

Sellers

The

Arcade

of

SMART

CLOTHES

DAYTON,

O.

oA

df odiactoocfboc{Socfboc

, Graves & Meade \t
‘
y
o<joodinodiood}oodioodjofinejnocoodnodnocio
tie

R

STORE,
and

Jefferson

As
We have a full

t

complete

line

of Purr

DRuGs, also an up-to-date

line

DRUGGISTS’

of

‘SUNDRIES,

PERFUMES,

BRUSHES, ~ SOAPS,

CIGARS,

and

in

that

customer

we

q
t
t
t

and

a
have

The

fact

everything
could

want,

it.

Filling

of

Prescriptions

RIGHT
ISOUR

Give

Us

a

Call.

OO

Please

SPECIALTY

OOOO

:

OOS

5th

=>

Cor.

OF eee

Bushwaw’s
DRUG

OO

W.R.

Wm.

R.

Bushwat,
DRUGGIST

t Spodeococtsocfoocto
Pi aociesboSecfotSe
E.

Corner

5th

and

Jefferson

Bi

S.

MOSE
Kindly

mention

COHEN
TH

Sells

EXPONENT

Good

when

Clothes

calling

on

Advertisers.

mA OOO

Dooly

odpnodfoodinndfaodiood
fa Hiincfooc food food Ioadfooc i=

OE SOLOSSSSSSSSOSLHSSSSOSSSG

GEO. C. FRANCISCO
DRUGGIST

16 North Main Street

Desires

a continuance

DAYTON,

of

your

OHIO

patronage.

We have “Everything in Drugs.”’

Bell Phone 204

Home

Phone 2204

Bseee

SESELESE

WATCH

US!
ost]

For New Fall Stylish
Suits, Up-to-Date Overcoats, Nobby Raincoats,

and

Everything

That’s

New in Furnishings and
Hats at REASONABLE

PRICES.

The Fagle Clothing a.
20

and

22

East

DAYTON,

Third

St.

OHIO

“incisal

|

